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Vote For These
Candidates

Ingram Blasts
Daily Press

15c

Qualified Technician
Wants Job In Memphis

Mayor William B. Ingram,
speaking before a 810.00 • a plate fund raising breakfast
at the Top of the 100 Club
made a strong verbal attack
on the two daily newspapers.
Crediting the bad publicity
he has been receiving in the
daily press to the editors,
Mayor Ingram said to the
visiting reporters, "You know
what it is to have an editor
on your back," asserting that
the reporters were not responsible for the wave of attacks on him.
"One editor was so biased
against Ingram that the rest
of the world could go to pot",
the mayor said. "The editors
are attempting to dictate in
an attempt to control the
minds of the people. The only
thing they (the editors of the
daily press) can expect from
me is not to take orders."
"I have never knuckled under
and don't intend to, the people have the right to know the
truth and I have the right to
say it.
Approximately 400 citizens
that were at the early morning
breakfast were served strips
of bacon and scrambled eggs,
grits, hot biscuits with strawberry preserves, coffee and
rolls.
All of the candidates for the
city council were invited. Hal
Gerber acted as master of
ceremonies.

The Shelby County Hospital
Ineeds an accredited records
. FOR MAYOR
Itechnician,
but
when
the
woman who was qualified for
the position turned out to be a
; Negro, the personnel director
William B. Ingram, Jr.
decided he would have to
send to Texas to get someone
to fill the job.
COUNCILMEN AT LARGE
That was what Mrs. Mary
E. Mitchell of 2423 Douglass
discovered when she tried to
Position 1 - Paul Vescovo
get the job during her vacation
here.
Position 2 - Drew Canale
She has filed a complaint
Position 3 Clayton Elam
with the Memphis branch of the
NAACP charging discriminaPosition 4 John T. "Buddy" Dwyer
tion, though the personnel director says that race is not
a deciding factor.
DISTRICTS
Mrs. Mitchell, mother of
four children, was one of MRS. MARY MITCHELL
seven persons to complete the
District 3 - Billy Z. Hyman
course for medical record Oct. 11 she found out about
technicians sponsored by the a need for a medical records
District 4 - Fred Davis
Memphis
Area
Vocational technician, made an applicaDistrict 6 - Rev. J. L. Netters
School at the same time that'tion, and when she heard
District 7 - J. 0. Patterson, Jr.
other students were being train; nothing called a Mr. Moyers
ed for careers as licensed prac- and inquired.
tica/ nurses, laboratory tech- • She said the
man said that
nicians, operating room tech-IIhe
could not hire her because
nicians and nurses' assistants. lof
"bad
recommendations"
Almost all the students who i from St. Louis.
completed those courses were;
hired at once by city of Mrs. Mitchell said that she
RECEIVING
SON'
was killed in Vietnam ear(An Editorial)
wood's other childre n. Memphis Hospitals. but none called St. Louis and was told
MEDAL — Mr. and Mrs.
lier this year, and presentBrenda, 16, Reginald, 15, of those who completed the by officials there that no
Jack Cooperwood, Jr.. of
ing the medal is Lt. Col.
This week, Memphis win have transportation to the
Beverly, 13, and Michael, medical records course were inquiry had been made about
1817 S. Barksdale, were preF.J. Egan of Defense Depot,
R. A veteran of World War hired. The excuse: no ex- : her. Since then she has been
face one of its most crucial P°Hs, please call 526-8397 or
sented the Bronze Si'"'
'sent a letter by Carl A. Reis,
526-8398.
Memphis. Witnessing the
II, Mr. Cooperwood served perience.
tests in recent history, a test
Medal for the heroic action
of
the
Missouri
ceremony in the living
in Italy with the 92nd InTo get the experience, Mrs. president
to determine whether or not
of their son, Specialist Jack
room of the Cooperwood
fantry Division. (Withers Mitchell went to St. Louis.'Pacific Hospital. attesting to
J. Coeperweed, Ill who
the wheels of progress will
home were the Cooper.
Photo)
Mo.. where she worked at the her "very satisfactory" emstop turning and a period of
Missouri
Pacific
Employes' ployment record while there.
retrogression begin.
hospital.
learned , The Memphis branch of the
Later
she
adults and the children.''
• NAACP has asked the DepartWe will appreciate the sup- about a need for women in
The voters of Memphis will
ment of Health, Education and
profession
at
the
Hubport we expect at the polls on her
face the choice of electing a
bard Hospital in Nashville,'Welfare to investigate the case
Nov. 2,'' she added.
man who lacks the stamina to
and applied for and got the;for evidende of violation of the
hold a job or a man of strong Cafeteria workers in the job until all work is done,0
Persons in District 7 with- job. For the past 13 months,Civil Rights Act of 1964.
convictions, one who will con- Memphis City Schools have Mrs. Smith said that cafeteria
out transportation to the pollsrshe has worked there and is 1 She wants to find work here
tinue to do so for the progress complained
t o t he
Mem- managers often leave around
on Thursday should call Mor-,the director of its Department,because her mother is elderly.
Charlie F. Morris. candidate This
week. the
of Memphis despite tremen- phis branch of the NAACP 2:30.
Morrises
H e adquarters
at 276-of Medical Records.
Commuting here each week
for
councilman from District spoke and shook hands with . ris
dous opposition from bigots, that they are being forced to Other sources of dissatisfac6741.
• Mrs. Mitchell said that on from Nashville is also costly.
radicals, sore losers, the daily work longer hours than they tion among the workers are17. continued his quest for1prospective voters going to and;
press and machine politiciansiare being paid.
inability to use school park- office this week, as the run-off from the Firestone and International Harvester plant,
with sights aimed at puppet! In a letter to E. C. Stimbert ing lots for their automobiles, was only hours away.
leadership of our metropolis. superintendent
Memphis and that they return as new The Morris Campaigis con- The candidate and his work of
also found a number of
City Schools
Mrs. Maxine employees if they are off for tinned to be a family project,
Thursday, Nov. 1, Mayor A. Smith, executive secretary as much as 10
with his wile. Mrs. 0 Alffia Onthusiastic supporters during
days.
William B. Ingram, Jr., Rh* the Memphis branch of the The
cafeteria workers also Morris. helping out as his trips no the weekend to shopman who moved up from a•NAACP
said
the
workers feel they should be paid for campaign manager, and a son, ping centers
practicing attorney t munse- have been dissatisfied about holidays
like others at the Anthony Morris, accompany- "We want to thank all who
lor for MLGW to city judge- conditions since their hourly Memphis Board
of Education. ing him on the handshaking have helped us so far," Mrs.1
ship to mayor, will clash wage scale was raised.
trail.
Morris said. "That includes thei1 A Memphis school "com- be timely.
On the program 1Presentation of Colors by the
head-on with a man with no They say that the work
—
—
,plex" will be colored with an committee are Miss Faye A. I Washington Color Guard. Deknown occupation and who hours have been shortened, N
Tuesday night, November Burrow and Mrs. Thelma Coop- votion by the Washington Glee
has shown instability with but that they are still expected
7. at 7:30 o'clock in the Booker er, co-chairmen. Mrs. Althea Club: statement of purpose of
his inability to hold a job.
to complete the same amount
T. Washington High School Price. Miss J. Jones, Mrs. B. the program, by Nat. D. WilMayor Ingram is disliked by of work as they were previGymnasium. The occasion will J. Freeman and Mrs. Annie liams: a rendition from the
the bigots because he is fairlously required to do with longhe the observance of Ameri- Hughes.
LaRose Kindergarten and one
to all He is disliked by sore,er hours.
can Education Week.
The committee formulated a from Georgia Avenue ElemenSmith
"Accordwrote,
Mrs.
Beta Chi Chapter of Chi
losers because he has shown1,
two-way program, o n e for tary School. There will be a
A program featuring numpastling to the complainants, there Eta Phi Sorority is sponsoring
leadership
strong
in
Tuesday night. November 7, selection by the Porter Band,
several
bers
from
schools
of
given;
periods
not
no
rest
Dance
Barn
Fall
annual
its
tease
elections. Ingram failed
a number from
the
Kickoff f o r
the
annual;force, Ohio, and Florida Mem- an area that has the largest primarily for adults and pa- and
receive the support of the ispecific time is allowed for at the Club Flamingo on Fri- United Negro College
rons
Washington
of
the
schools
Evening
School.
named
Fund
loriai
College
which
is
being
concentration
of schools in
machine
p o lit i c i Ana
be lunch time, and very often'day. Nov. 3.
campaign in the Memphis area!moved from St. Augustine, Memphis and the Mid-South above; and the other slated Special selections will be given
cause he feels that Memphis the' must eat while working. The affair is being given will be held next Wednesday
for Friday, November 10, in by
Washington
the
Glee
!Fla., to Miami.
will be presented. Supt. E. C.
should have a strong mayor. "The complainants further Ito raise funds for scholarships night, Nov. 8. at 7:30 ui
the
1Club.
Assistant
Washington
Washington
Gymnasium.
i
The
36
member
schools,
all Stimbert, of the
Memphis
and will not take orders from state that there is practically ;for young women interested the LeMoyne College student
;private and
accredited. in- Public school system will be beginning at 8:35 a.m., with Principal Mose Walker Jr.,
the so-called power structure. no job security, and at times in nursing.
will introduce Mr. Stimbert,
'elude LeMoyne in Memphis, the main speaker. Schools in the public invited.
fellow workers are fired for Chi Eta Phi Sorority is a center.
the
principal speaker.
The
program
will
be
in
Goal
of
the
drive,
which
conand
Lane,
Fisk
and
Knoxville
The DEFENDER urges what they feel to be practi- national organization for prothe south Memphis area bound
with the national Mrs. Edna Webb. president
everyone to go to the polls and cally
Avenue, Third keeping
V a nce
no
It
r e ason.
is fessional nurses, which seeks tinues through December of in Tennessee; Tougaloo in by
Mississippi; Philander Smith in Street, McLeMore and South theme for the American Edu- of the Washington Parentvote Thursday, and re-elect generally felt by complainants to encourage more women and this year, is $25,000.
Remember, that their jobs are subject to ,men to enter the field of nurs- Col. George W. Lee, a vice Arkansas: Xavier and Dillard Bellevue, account for the at- cation Week observance. name- Teacher Association will preIngram.
Mayor
your vote is not only a privi- the whims of the cafeteria ling, which faces a critical president of Atlanta Life In- in Louisiana. and Tuskegee,Itendance of more than 6.000 ly. "How Good Are Your side at the program.
surance Company, and Edwin Talladega, Oakwood and Still- students, ranging from the Schools7" Mr. Springer's idea The Friday program, prilege, but also a duty. Your managers," the letter stated. ishortage at present.
is aimed at implementing the marily presented to emphasize
vote is your share in our While the regular workers are The public is invited to the Dalstrom, chairman of Le- man in Alabama.
college.
kindergarten
to
theme by having the patrons of American Education Week beMoyne's board of trustees, are UNCF is a national funddon'ti compelled to remain on thelefair.
government. If
you
co-chairmen of the campaign. raising agency for the 35 1 Twice per day, five days a the participating schools visit fore the Washington Student
United Negro College Fund member schools:week, during the school term, the schools during the Edu- body will begin at 8:35 in the
expanded its membership this LeMoyne's
Week
o bservation. Blair T. Hunt Gymnasium. It
share of thelI these six thousand students cation
year from 33 to 36 predomi- national fund last year wasi and their teachers, pour out on Parents and the public are will be featured by renditions
nantly
Negro colleges and $65,000 although only $18,000 the streets of this MAP South being invited to visit the schools from the Washington band and
universities.
New
members was raised in the UNCF;area. They are in the heart of,while the classes are in pro- glee club. Devotion will be conare Claflin in Orangeburg, campaign conducted in Mem- one of the city's worst poverty'gress.
ducted by Student John Wil, areas, and problem sections. The
S C ; Wilberforce in Wilber- Phis
p r ogram
committee liams. The purpose will be
Prof. .1. D. Springer, princi- adopted the slogan "Washing- stated by Lee Laney. The
the
Huh
of South feature will be a play. "The
pal of Washington High School, ton.
conceived the idea of focussing Memphis Education." In addi- Green Blackboard", given by
community attention on the tion to Dr. Hollis Price. pre- members of the "Dra-Wa", a
significance of the work of the sident of LeMoyne College, dramatic group directed by
schools in the area, with a , who will speak on the program Mrs. Freeman.
program designed to show the las representative of the col- Main feature of the day will
work or aims of the schools lege aspect of the "complex," be the "Open House" at Washfrom
the kindergarten grades there will be a musical prelude ington, with a student organiThe Alcy Seventh Day Ad-School singers on the Ted
by the Porter Jr. High Band. zation, the VICA, in charge.
ventist church school will pre-{Mack Original Amateur Hour. Of LaRose to the college
classes of LeMoyne.
sent Michael R. Tompkins, a
(See Page 2)
rising young baritone, in
He requested program conrecital at the church at 1325
tributions from LeMoyne ColAlcy rd. on Sunday evening,
lege, from Washington High,
Nov. 5, at 7 p.m.
Porter Junior High. Washington Evening School, Georgia
A senior at Douglass High
La Rose
Elementary, and
school, the 17-year-old artist
Kindergarten. Because of the
will be accompanied by Omar
dread of an overly long proR. Robinson, Jr , well-known
gram other schools in the area
Memphis music teacher.
I were not asked to prepare
The young singer is the son
numbers. However Mr. Sprinof Mrs. Mallie L. Tompkins
ger pointed out that these
and the late Mr. Henry Tomplatter schools include: Walker
kins.
Avenue, Leath, Alonzo Locke,
He is scheduled to appear in
Cummins, and Lincoln Junior
the chorus of the Memphis
High.
Opera Theatre's "11 Trova1 Mr. Springer explained that
tore" on Saturday night, Nov.
the basic aim of his idea is to
received the assistance of
here with Davis passing out 11.
SEEKING SUPPORT, discall attention to the great
Mr. Flarzeil S. Moore, a
campaign literature.
.trict 4 City Council candiYoung Tompkins, who lives
school complex existing in
Ioniser councilman from
(Photo By Contin- at 2315 Hunter ave., will fly
date Fred Davis (r.) is
South Memphis. He felt that to
Robles, Ill. Moore, (center)
working a door-to-door camental)
to New York on Dec. 6 to apdo so during American Edua Mama vote getter is sees
paign. This week Mr. Davis
MICHAEL TOMPIEDIS
pear with the Douglass High
cation Week this year would
JESSE SPRINGER

Vote For Mayor Ingram

Workers In Cafeterias

Say They Are Mistreated

Charlie Morris Family
n The Campaign Trail

'Hub Of South Memphis Education'
American Education Week Theme

fl

urses Planning
A Benefit Dance
For Scholarships

,idea
$ ,
Goal s e.
For1967 UNCF Drive

School Will Present
Baritone In Recital

VOTE FOR

•
FRED DAVIS......................................................District 4

9
6

D
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Economic Development To Be Theme Of Meet
Federal
Reserve
CHICAGO — (Special) An all- ,conforence will explore the : ilerman T. Smith. Baltimore, Gov..'nor,
a number of others.
and
Board,
willNation's number one domestic ;:resident and board chairman
clay conference which
conference will officially
the Th.
rhasize the creation of enter- T•roblem within the frsmework,ef Super Jet Foods, Inc.,
Thursday night with reern
cf the system under which itinew Negro-owned company in- littration and a gala reception
rreneurships among minority has pros,wred and developed
super- 4
Negro-owned
Lpiring
Web is expected to attract
country;
rou;s, partiemlarly in ghetto mato ially.
the
'markets around
r number of suprise guests.
Chicago,
Harris.
area,. will be held Dec. 7, and
Geor-e S
that
"Toe
monies
bulk
of
the
,
Chicago Metro- The induction ceremony will
1' under the sponsorship of,t fitter into the ghetto, flowlpresHeist
Mutua Assurance corn- he a black tie dinner Friday
lpolitcn
Sengstacke
Publications,
it i.ght out again like a sieve in
h, evening, and a national figure
said.rny; Dr. H. Naylor Fitzhugh,
was announced this week by goods and services," he
wesident will teliver the address.
k, vice
is
a
condition
that
must
•
John H. Sengstacke, editor and ' Thii
markets, The Pepsi Further details about the con:.pecial
..
te corrected."
pres..ent.
Cola cu npany.
announced
will be
fcrence
The sessiods will involve
Iniuiries
should
be di-Tolaison,'Ilter.
W.
Th-: conference theme will be some of the most experienced{ Also Albert
"Economic Development— A mincis from the world of busi;Chic..go, owner of the first rected to the office of SengPublications, 2400 S.
Thrust For Identity," and be 'less and industry and will be ,Negto Genera) Motors dealer,- stacke
Avenue, Chicago, IlliMichigan
Dr.
Ancountry;
held in the Washington Hilton sasilve in structure. Amorueship in the
WashingtoU, nois 60618, telephone: 225-2400.
Note!. Washington, D. C.
those_p_a_rticil_ttlig7111beldrew_ W. Brimmer,
___ . __. __________— •
Thc Friday. Dec. 8, session
will be a prelude to induction ,
ceremonies of the Chicago
Daily Defender's Round Table
of Commerce. The Round Table
I, composed of Negroes from
the business world, who by
their energy, initiative and
:magination have distinguished,
Unitedl
in
the
themselves
tates. At resent there are ,
56 fellows in the order from {
every part of the country.
r

In making the announcement,
Mr. Sengstacke said that the

Lecture Series
i
President; Janet McFerren,
co-ErrE OFFICERS...For
First Vice-President and
the year are shown left - to
Gwendolyn Willi amson,
right, Beverly Steinberg,
Treasurer. Standing left to
Secretary, Pamela Starks,
Chairman of the Junior ! right are Miss Erma Lee
Board; Marsha Chandler,
t••••••••••••••••
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
••••••••••••••••••
1

•
•
•
•

Left Side
.
.
i

•iDOWN FRONTII•

Laws, Sponsor and Miss
Shirley Peace. kdvi,sor. The
Co-Ette Club is a national
teen-age girls organization
with chapters in Detroit,

Chicago and Houston. The
national project of the club
is the United Negro College
f
'und for which the Co-Ettes
have raised 86,550.00.

Civic Clubs Provide
Recreational Program

On Catholicism
At St. Patrick

A new series of lectures on
Cathrlicism will be given by
ether Alonzo McDonnell at the
Center,
Instruction
1Catholic
'St. Patrick's church, 303 Linden

Ii

.;we.

The lectures began on Mon'ay, Oct. 30, with a discussion
on the Mass. They will continue
each Monday at 7:30 p.m., and
Thursdays at 10:30 a. m.
Siuis. , on
;nd at to p.m.

Five adult Block Clubs of the dent. and Mrs. Flora
Memphis Are: Project South. .eighborhood aide.
I
•
Inc.. have combined their ef- Charles Edgin, manager of Father McDonnell. a member
••••••••••••*****•••••••••••••••••••••••••••I
forts to provide young people the bowling firm. said: "I ef the Paulist Fathers, is a
People are wondering why modeling agency.
with wholesome recreation on think that this is a wonderful former chaplain at the Univer•
*
predominantly '
none of the
thing that the block clubs are rity of Texas and at Massachuweekends.
aren't Last week about nine bus Every other Saturday. the uOifl
schools
and the youth group is setts Institute of Technology
white high
playing football at Melrose or loads of students from Tennes- young people assemble at the . every well-mannered, and one I at Cambridge, Mass.
Washington stadiums.
Elememtary would recommend to anyone.
Street
see State caught the Grey. 'sansos
ti Memphis after
hound Bus station off guard. school, where they take buses I only wish that more organiza- He came
*
*
*
youngi'crying for some years in
The students about 300 strong'to the Cherokee Bowling Lanes tions would sponsor
One of Memphis' more pro- were on their way to a football at 2930 Lamar.
reople in some kind of con- 1 Afrka as the director of the
Center
Information
Catholic
minent Negro figures has been game at Southern Uni., arriv- Fe's for the games are paid structive activity."
Johannesbdrg, South Africa.
spotted sporting the largest ed unexpected at the station at by businessmen of the areas. The Block Clubs need sponLoeb For Mayor button in 3 a m
in an effort to curb juvenile sors in order to continue the The public is invited to attend
town.
i.roject in 1967 and 1968.
The usually
accomidating'delinquency.
the iectures without cost or
•
•
station was short of food and The Block Clubs responsible Persons interested in support- .bligation.
rig the project should call
The Game and Wish warden , help.
for the organization of the . MAP-South for further instrucwarned that "anyone caught
1-owling league include:
'ions.
fishing Nov. 2, would be arrest
The Randolph Street Civic
ed — that is anyone caught
Club, Mrs. Eddie Riley, presifishing without a permit.
Mildred Replay Expected
Misses
dent, and
•
8
*
.;tokes and Doretha Young.
(Continued From Page 1)
JACKSON, Miss. —(NP1)—',
eighborhood aides.
A
certain
young "Black
Power" advocate is still on the He was a semi-finalist in the The Utah Street Civic Club, A rnlay of the 1964 battle be-.
scene
socializing
with
his solo division during this con- Mrs. Ida Lewis. president. tween the regular (white) Demmany white "bosombuddies." test held at the Mid-S outh nd Mrs. Jerry Elkins, neigh- ocratic delegation, and the,
•
*
borhood aide.
I predominantly Negro MississipFair. and
sang
with
the
A few residents of the Orange West Tennessee and All Star Thu Willing Workers club. Di Freedom Democratic party'
Mrs. Ruby Norwood, president. over representation at the
Mound section of town have Choruses of 1966-67.
been complaining about the At Douglass Mr. Tompkins is and Mrs. Dorothy ,Posey and wtion- 1 convention is about to!
-fuzz" harrasing them for a student director of the Mrs. Dorothy Buford, neigh- crop up again next year.
loitering on their own front glee club and an office of the oorhcod aides.
70 West Illinois Street Howcver, not only will the
porches.
Royal Gent club. At the Alcy The
*
• •
Club, Mrs. Lizzie Lane. EFDP be renewing its fight,
Civic
Seventh Day Adventist church
another group—the hi-n.1( i
The word is out that a he is a youth elder, a choris- president and Mrs. Trudie ' but
Young Democratic Clubs of
Bilbrew.
Cora
Mrs.
and
Smith
couple of young businessmen ter and director of the youth
Mississippi—has served notice
Peigiihor hood aides.
have plans for opening a choir.
ThL Kansas Street Block that it will be aiming for the
Club, Mrs. Irene Wortord, presi same thing.

ani
tra
set
ver
pei
No
tet,
wil
ing

STUDENT LEADERS—
Class presidents at LeMoyne strike up a pose
with Myron Lowery, center,
head of the college's stn-

dent council. Front, left to
right: Robert L. Dye, president of the senior class;
Lowery, and Donnell Cobbins, junior class president. t

Back, left to right: James
Lincoln, head of the sophomore class, and Charles C.
Taylor,
freshman
class
president.

School

Political Advertisement

Political Advertisement

2nd Big Week

From
the toys
:1 then hrids
is hie hos of
tiler ties
They *Ire
Made foe
JOVE"'

ADULTS ONLY!?

Mrs.Rollison didn't
get it

ADULTS ONLY!!
JERRED

"DOC
BLANCHARD

HOEHN HAS GOT IT!

An attorney and civic-minded
citizen who believes in equality
for all peoples at all times!

TWO BEST PLACES TO GET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
SET
801H TO

COUNCILMAN
CITY WIDE
POSITION

367 Union
027-4471
79e9 Summer
T23-5594

Paid ter be' The etancnard Cornmttee

We got a letter recently from a Mrs. Rollison (not
her actual name, incidentally) about the billboard
reproduced here. Claims she didn't understand it.
What, she wonders, were we actually trying to say?
Simply this, Mrs. R One of the big advantages of a
First National checking account (besides being one
of the world's great time and labor-saving devices) is
the way it helps you manage money. Every time you

pay a bill you enter same in your checkbook.
time you put money in your account you enterEvery
that.
too. At a glance you're usually able to tell how much
you've spent, and how much 18 dill in the till.
Or, as
we say on our poster, a First National
checking account helps"Keep your expenses in check..,
Ahem. Just a little play on words there, Mrs.

FIRST NATIONAL SANK OP
MEMPHIS

Rollison.

of
at
7
sch
Ila
Mo
eve
'1
Ohi
me
nie
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Schools To Celebrate National DECA Week
By YOLANDA BRAMLETT
National DECA Week is being observed Nov. 5-11 in more
than 3,000 cities where Distributive Education is taught in the
public school system.
In Memphis, as elsewhere,
the local chapters of the Distributive Education Clubs of
America. or DECA, is closely
associated with the instructional program. The student-di-

rected activity is an effective
part of the learning and training process in developing future
leaders for marketing and distribution.
Through research projects
and recognition events, the
activities of DECA chapters
bring into focus the various
instructional parts of the Distributive Education
program
taught in local high schools and

post-secondary schools,
the occupation which frequently
Many business leaders are is the first step toward
career
involved in the activities of
goals. They learn right from
DECA. As employers, the
the start the basis of business
business firms provide laborain a free enterprise system.
tory environments in which
students test, observe and op- This approach to education
ply concepts and skills learned not onINJ develops competent
in the Distributive Education,personnel for merchandising.
class in school,
marketing and management.
Through supervised trainingi but also prepares young people
the students gain experience in for better citizenship.

1.0
All Things Are Possible"!/,.
Dear Friend:
Ilute ).ou Got PERSONAL PROBLEMS
That .1re if Irving loss?
Hate World.11 idc Sin, Violence noel De.
prrs,ton upset N.11r hie as they hate so
MUI1,

many

will be climaxed Dec. 1
with a formal coronation
ball at the Chisca Plaza
Hotel. Seated on floor, left
to right are Mrs. E. Lorene
Osborne and Miss Irma

Concert Series Will
Include Local Singers
LeMoyne College this week students of Madame Adria
announced two additional at- -unati, well-known voice
tractions for its 1967-68 concert teacher in Memphis.
series. The Memphis State University String Quartet will ap- Dr. Paul Hayes, chairman
pear on the LeMoyne campus mittee at LeMoyne, announced
Nov. 17, and an Operatic Quar- of the Cultural Activities Comtet, composed of local singers, mittee at Le Moyne, announced
will be presented April 16 dur- one change in the college's
concert series. Ballet Espanol,
ing the Spring Festival.
The String Quartet, composed featuring Ramon de lo5 Reyes
of MSU faculty, will perform and Lola Soler, will be preat 10:30 a.m. in Bruce Hall. sented at 10:30 a.m. March
The Operatic Quartet, 22 in Bruce. It had been
'scheduled for 8:15 in Bruce scheduled for Nov. 13 of this
Hall, is the only group Le- year.
Moyne is presenting in an Other attractions are Gwenevening program.
dolyn Killebrew, mezzo-soprano
The quartet is composed of of Philadelphia, Jan. 19, at
Oliver Sueing, baritone; Min- 10:30 a.m., and Sonata da
nie Slaughter, contralto; Ben- Camera, an ensemble from
nie Jenkins, tenor, and June;Amsterdam, at 2 p.m. April
R. Glenn, soprano. They are 7.

Catron. Second row, left to
right are Mrs. Josephine
Young, Jesse H. Turner,
Mrs. Gloria Venson, Mrs.
Pauline Allen, W. C. Weathers and Mrs. Doris Ray.

If you have ally of these Problems, or
Third row, left to right are
Mrs. Mose Yvonne Hooks,
Mrs. Josephine
Bridges,
Mrs. Norma Griffin, Mrs.
Lois Tarpley and Mrs.
Maxine A. Smith.

others like them. dear friend, then here
is wonderful NEWS of a lemarkables
NEW WAY of PRAYER that is helping thousands to •Alorious new happiness and joy! And it ma) bring a whole
rew world of happiness and joy to you
%my quickly, too!

FREE if
You Act
Now!

Parents Invited To Open House
Lincoln Elementary School direction of Mrs. E. M. Warwill hold Open House during ren, with Sherri Clark as
American
Education
W.Tk, leader. Mrs. Warren will reNov. 5-11, and all parents are
invited to come to school and cite the works of Paul Lawenjoy lunch with their chil- rence Dunbar.
dren.
On Thursday night, Nov. 1,
A special Poetry Hour will at 7 p.m., a play entitled, 'The
be presented for parents on Payoff," will be presented at
Wednesday, Nov. 8, under the the PTA meeting.

For the Fastest, Convenient, and Most Efficient
Photographer Service Coll The Tri-State Defender
Photographer.
We Give You Prompt, Personal Service On All Photo Assignments. If You Are Having A Wedding, Birthday Party, Church or Club Affair Call Us At 5268397 For The Fastest Service In Town.
Ask For Continental.

to a new series of

others.'

Are You In Pour Health?
Are You retried .•lbout Money notables,
Debts or lour Joe
Is Some One Dery to You Drinling or
Murh.'
C,,mbling
II"old You Lite In Mire Mare FriertiL?
Are I
Worried .•11,out Some One Dear to
You Err his 11,ytson."
If,,,,, You Gut Lore or Familv Tronblei?
Woad You Like to Hare Doper .Spit
ndersta ndireg.'
,Are You Lonely? Are Lot Afraid of The
Fluor e.
It °Mit You Like)fore Sueress,Horpiness,
"Good Fornate", PLUCLI of .11itsd!

'MISS SOCIAL
BELLE'
BOOSTERS — Here
a re
some members of the committee in charge of the
NAACP-sponsored "Miss
Social Belle" contest which

A PERSONAL INVITATION

Matthew 19:26

LECTURES ON
CATHOLICISM

FREE to
AU Who Need Help:.
Ittr.t
!our

Alla

thin toc.rage NOW anti mail ssith

T1.111/f.

:1114 We In t III CI II. -4.12,11

handling. Rs will in-h dd. womlerlul
?SEW MESSAGE Of MAYER an.! FAITIE
suit by 14 tun.
plu: FREE cony of
wur ntag.ntiut tailed FAITH %hien will diow
Noa eIletlyilnlr 10 apple ma wonderful !NEW
WAY OF PRAYER in seeking (;,..rb CUIII..
once and Help in usertisug scour Problem.. We
will also rend no' FRE.F. tim beautiful goblet'
'
km,below, foe you to keep Jral
me. You will tile,. this dry. bear Fri:ember,
don't delay! If sou would like mote Ihiplibr
:and 'Good roituint" in lifts
please irts coupon Iniuw tend us sour mono
and addre:. NOW!

by

Rev. Alonzo McDonnell, C.S.P.
Catholic Instruction Center

CLIP AND MA:I. THIS COUPON NOW

I

333 LINDEN AVENUE
STARTING THURSDAY, NOV. 2

Mks

Th7iLov•Iy Got de%
CIIICSS for you lo
keep and treasure.

St. Patrick's Church

LIFE-STUDY FELLOR SIDI*
Box A-S861, Moreton. Conn.
PTr., omit n.e gin...Inn-Iv FREE. your
Wonderful NEW :MESSAGE ..f
PRAYER AND FAITH, plus a FREE
cope of FAITH Magazine and the FREE
Gulden &us,. Encluud is 1W for NA.
ne anti handling.

i

ndInmill•Mnbmlamnial..0.nm.anlawoMINM.MaimPlanalmlonm11101.1

[Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

Every Monday at 7:30 p.m.
Every Thursday at 10:30 a.m. & at 8:00 p.m.

RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

B H
INC.

248 Vance Ave.

Nov. -2: "The Word of God"

HEAR FATHER NIcDONNELL
every Sunday

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makes What Yost Ask FOP And
Creates What You Think Or

WMC - Radio 79 "Catholic Hour" 8:05 a.m.

PULL THE TOP LEVER - FOR THE TOP MAN - FOR THE TOP JOB

... •
Get out and Vote November 2, 1967, if you want to keep our Mayor in Office...This is a serious matter and only you The Voters' will prove, that the people of Memphis
are proud to have a Mayor like William B. Ingram, Jr. Carry your neighbors and yourself to Vote. Call for transportation early, in order that your coil can be filled..

VOTE FOR
MAYOR

rV*Oft;

WILLIAM B.

INGRAM, JR.

MAKE YOUR VOTE COUNT!
RE-ELECT MAYOR

INGRAM
•INTELLIGENCE

•HONESTY

•EXPERIENCE

•FAIRNESS

•INDEPENDENCE

•PROGRESS

William B. Ingram, Jr.
Cares for the people of Memphis, Fatherly—
Get out and Vote, keep Him in Office to
look out for us.

KEEP MEMPHIS ON THE MOVE!

Pate 4
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'Pastor To Speak
On Willard Day
Frances E Willard Day will
be celebrated at the Lincohl
Elementary school on Friday,
Nov. 3.
The guest speal.er will be
Elder Blair T. Hunt in a program at 1:30 in the school
cafetorium.
Elder Hunt is pastor of Mississippi Blvd. Christian church
and a retired principal of
Booker T. Washington High
school.
All friends and parents of the
school are invited to attend
the program.

organizations
Greek-letter
at LeMoyne college are now
involved in the collection of
clothing, toys, dolls, shoes,
costume jewelry and other
items to be presented to
on
Goodwill
I n dustries
Thursday. Nov. 23, and on

the table are seen some of
the bags to be given to 75
members of the fraternities
and sororities. Individuals
and organizations they represent, from left, are Miss
Gloria Knox, Delta Sigma
Theta: Miss Martha N. Hill,

Zeta Phi Beta; Miss Jessie
Y. Williams, Alpha Kappa
Alpha: Mrs. J. H. Roland.
chairman of the Greek letter
committee; Miss Jacqueline
A. Johnson, Sigma Gamma
Rho; Howard Avers.tart,
Omego Psi Phi; and Miss

Diane Evans, president of
the Pan-Hellenic Council.
Not present for photograph
were Claiborne Davis, president of Kappa Alpha Psi,
and Clarence Christian„4,1pha Phi Alpha.

NEW "MISS TENNESSEE
STATE"...Amid
s p lendor
and pomp, Miss Sylvia
Easterling was proclaimed
"Miss Tennessee State" for
1967-68 during the annual
coronation ceremonies held
last week. Miss Easterling,
a senior speech and drama

AT PLATTSBURGH AFB, N.Y.
with a unit of the Strategic Air
Command as an administrative
specialist is Airman Nathaniel
W. Parker, Jr., son of Mr. and LeMoyne Alumni Club
Mrs. Nathaniel W. Parker of
1539 Oakwood, Memphis. A 1964 Will Meet On Sunday
graduate of Manassas High
The LeMoyne Alumni Club
school, he attended Memphis
Memphis will conduct its
of
State university before entering
President Hollis F. Price of!Screen Dopr, Inc. He was audi- service.
monthly meeting at 5 p.m. this
LeMoyne has announced the tor five 'years with Price
Sunday, Nov. 5, on campus in
appointment of Harold
W.!Waterhouse Company, advancthe Hollis F. Price Library.
Schaefgen as business man- ing to senior in charge of auager of the college.
dits.

--emmoorsar.

New Business Manager

c
r,44.4cAiim,,

Appointed For College

Owen's President
He is married and the father Is Guest Speaker

ACRET PRATE
FORMULA CHAR
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
PRAYER TEMPLE

The appointment was effective Wednesday, Nov. 1.
of four children, 8 to 19.
Mr. Scheaefgen, of 3821 Highland Park Place, studied accounting at University of Illi'nois and holds a C.P.A. certificate.
He was formerly secretarytreasurer of Chapman Chemical Company and also served
as vice president of Wabash

This Week In Negro History!
Nov. I, 1917 Julius Rosen- arganized.
wald Fund for educational ,
scientific and cultural purposes
Nov. 1, 1943 Dr. Charles W.
Suggs, first Negro appointed
to Wayne University College
id Medicine faculty in Detroit.

• Lourelwood Center
• National at Jackson
• Quinc• at $oo Isla
•Macon at Walls Station

DECA Week

li
•
Is
in

Sot nr Son SUS

Sal Open SAM to 6 P M
Sue Ores 8 &M t* 2 P M

Yee ease lee a

WINNER
THIS WEEK
sad every
%reek

899 E. Mclemore
ONE HOUR SERVICE
946-1205
(MONEY
SAVER

1560 Netherwood
SAME DAY SERVICE
215-1544

WE
APPRECIATE
YOUR
BUSINESS

kautifully Cleaned

BANKANEKAge

Pressed

All Your Clothes Mildew
Proofed, Moth Proofed,
Or ProofedjeJ

T M.

PRIZES
THE BONUS BINGO
AT YOUR FRIENDLY
WIN UP TO

MORE CHANCES
$$$TO WINI
Si $

STEAK

U.S. CHOICE

Sturdily built to take wear and
tear. Spoke-type wheels, puncture-proof tires, adjustable seat.
Bright red body, white trim.

Lb.49C'

10

size

$995

16" size $12.95

Educational and Useful!

U.S. CHOICE SWISS
CHOCK

lb.STEAK

59e

STEAK

Lb. 69°'

FLORIDA
WHITE OR RED
MEAT SEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT

6

For

490

290 CHUNK TUNA '''Ca131 320
U.$100
SALAD DRESSING :,350 DOG FOOD 8'5',
,01,201.330
00
VEGETABLES 31P1)k 1
3
ifiRiJIT DRINKS

46C:1i

SO FRESH

FRISKIES

Joawevansimssmommsmissr

I'COKES
PEPSIS
Or
Your Favorite

10-0z. Soft Drink

TOP TASTE

ghs
f $

TOMATO
SOUP

6-Btl.
Ctns.

Cans

COK FS-PEPSIS
OF your f
10-or. soft dri:

(PLUS DEPOSIT)

2

49C

6- Br I.
Ctn.
With coupon and purchase of $5.00 or more alchiding leer, Tobacco, Fresh milk, Ice Cream and
Ice Milk. Limit one coupon per customer. Coupon
expoes

NOV. 7, 1967.

Marxwriter Portable

Dart Game Set

Play Typewriter

BREAST-O-CHICKEN

I

Heavy Gauge Steel Tricycles
in 3 Sizes

12" size $10.95

BOSTON
BUTT
STYLE

GREEN GIANT
FROZE',

SUITS and DRESSES, plain $125
SHIRTS
"Like you like 'em" 5 f- $115

FREE

OVER $35,000 IN
JUST PICK UP YOUR FREE COPY OF
GAME BOOK AND FREE PRIZE SLIPS
DEL FARM FOOD STORE...
$1,000 IN CASH

•

Peter Pan Cleane;

MEAT AND PRODUCE PRICES
GOOD 'Well
NOV. 4
ALL OTHER PRICES
GOOD TKRU
ii0V. 7, 1967

. J. Jeffery 1964 -All Rights Reasoned Strategic Merchandising 90 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.

I,
t•
m
I

3100 Summer at Baltic

FOOD STORES

•

11111.011101••••••••••••••••••••••••sr

$"
1

Just the size fora little girl
to cradle in her arms! And
her new baby can drink,
wet, open and close beautiful big eyes. She's all
dressed up for hours of
girl-play.

DEL FARM

• Getwell at Barron
• Chelsea at Thomas
•Northgatis Shopping Ctr.
• Southland Nalf

NUSBINGO

g▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASP :
w
✓

Kress
Low
Price

°START PLAYING TODAY!

•

Monday
tbru
Friday

Adorable

12"
Baby Doll

Del Farm cash register tapes
for a 1°. refund to your church or
favorite charity.

•E CAR WASH $ 25•!PORK
,
8 A.M.-6 P.M.
si
m
•

SAVINGS

S V3

ipmeamanow•••••••usamosauces
•
• 1 - MINUTF AUTOMATIC
ii
Effective tievemhet 29 1 965

PRE-Chit/W/0a

McLemore at Neptune

I Nov. 2, 1939 Maj. Johp R.
!Lynch, who served three terms
in the C.S. Congress, died.

Nov. 3, 1794 William Cullen
Bryant, a poet of freedom
National Distributive Educa-! born.
'ion Association Week will bel
observed at Hamilton High' Nov. 4, 1829 American ConSchool Nov. 5-11. and the vention of Abolition Societies
JECA classe.s will present organized in Washington, D.C.
their annual assembly pro- Nov.
4, 1865 Wendell Phillips
'ram on Friday, Nov. 10.
Dabney. now deceased (June
The purposes of the national 3, 1952), was born in RichDeca Week are to call publici mond. Va. Known as the
attention to the Distributive!"Grand 01' Man of JournaEducation program, to enhance lism." he was editor-publisher
the educational facilities of the!,of the weekly Union, Cincin:chool, and to highlight activi- nati.
1
ties of DECA.
Nov. 4, 1902 Birth of the
Miss Del Treadwell is presi- Late Langston Hughes, famous
dent of the club, and Thaddeus writer-poet-lecturer, in Joplin,
Johnson advisor.
No.

KRESS

NINE CONVENIENT TwHEE R IEGsHETRVE
DEL FARM FOOD TO LIMIT
STORES

NOW... ABOUT MY RAISE .. SIR

Is Planned At
Hamilton High

Mrs. Wilhelmien Thompson, Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, presiwho served the college as dent of Owen College, will be
acting business manager for the guest speaker on Sunday, Send for Free Daily Blessings. Ho
several years, will continue to Nov. 5, when the annual "Go- to get what you want through thl
i si new way of Prayer. My Prayers a;
To-Sunday-School'
day
work in the business office.
celebrated at 10 a.m. at St.! being sent out and bIessings ar
corning in. Mail stamped, se
Others on the business staff Stephen Baptist church.
at LeMoyne are Mrs. Ernestine B. T. Lewis, Jr., is general;addressed envelope to Rev. C
V. Guy and Mrs. Evelyn Y. superintendent of the Sunday Forster, P. 0. Box 56, St., Albans
New York 11412.
Williams.
School.

State Players Guild. Her
most recent performance
was in the starring role of
Williams'
the Tennessee
drama, "Sweet Bird of
Youth." Miss Daniel, from
Panama, is a member of
the famed Ilgerbelles, Tennesee's track team.

Clarksdale,
from
major
Miss., is seen here as last
year's queen, Miss Marcella Daniel, places the symbolic crown on her head.
Miss Easterling is a mem
ber of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority, Women's Advisory
Board, aid the Teimessee

512"
Does everything a real typewriter will do ... standard
keyboard, regular ribbon
finger-tip spacer. Takes
standard St:" x 11" wiper.
Ideal for homework, 4T ,"
high, 101/2" wide, 11" deep.

Kress .
Low Prior

$298

Just like the authentic
boards in England, but this
one reverses for playing a
dart "baseball" game! Complete with 6 darts, instructions for several games. good
strong hang-up tab.

Small Fry Love To Rock!

All Hardwood

Rocking Chair
Anotses
369
VON,
This solidly built rocker can
take all thorough wear your
child can dish out ... and
still look!handsome. An
ideal TV Schair too. -

Conveniently Yours at Kress

KRESS
VARIETY FAIR
401111111111121mummir

9 No. Main
Monday end Thur•dot:
930-9 P.M.
Toesdoy. Wednesday and Prldey
9:30-5.30 P.M.
Saturday 930.6 P.M.
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DEFENDER

Keep Your
Family The
Right Size

Page 5

Southern Bell Workers

Walker Students

To Light Up For Safety

To Present Play

The Walker Avenue School
The observance of Veterans Give the pedestrians a !PTA will observe American
'Education Week Nov. 5-10,
Day varies among compaines, brake
and present a play in the
but for the sixth year Southern
The "Light the Way for High- school cafetorium on Thursday
Bell Telephone Company will
celebrate it with a "Light the way Safety" campaign is en- night, Nov, 9, entitled, "The
Way" campaign for highway dorsed by industrial firms and Greatest American."
trucking lines across the state The play is being presented
safety,
As the November 11 holiday and is supported by major in by fourth grade students under
falls on Saturday this year, surance com p anies, civic the direction of Mrs. Jerlean
telephone employees will oh- clubs, the Tennessee Depart- Taylor. The public is invited.
By LEONTYNE HUNT
George W. Cox is principal
serve it Friday, November 10. ment of Safety, Tennessee
Dear Mrs. Hunt:
hood, the doctor would try in- They will begin their long Civil Defense Association and of the school, and Mrs. Villiria
Fifer president of the PTA.
I am worried sick and hope stead to convince him that weekend by turning their car the Tennessee Jaycees,
ou can help me. I have always another method of contracep- lights on when they leave work had a problem with my hus tion would be much better. Thursday, November 9, and
1- and being jealous and not There is a period of time leave them on while driving
believing me when I tell him immediately
f o 1 lowing
the until Monday, November 13.
he has nothing to be jealous vasectomy when his semen Wallace R. Bunn, Southern
about. I guess this is because would
still
contain
stored Bell Tennessee vice president
he knew when he married me sperm and would therefore and general manager, said that
that I had had a couple of be able to cause pregnancy. more than 9,500 telephone emaffairs alrady (I thought I The doctor instructs a patient ployees will participate in this
should tell him about these, to use some method of birth effort to reduce traffic fatilities
hit if I had it to do over again control during this
period. over the Veterans Day weekI would not). We have been Laster, there is a very, very end.
married five years now and small chance of the tube In addition to turning on
have two children. Neither of managing to grow together their lights, employees will be
them planned because David again enough to permit the asked to follow these five comwas trying to get his con-passage of sperm. It has been mon-sense rules of the road:
tracting business started and known to happen, but the Do not exceed the posted
we wanted to wait several occurrence is rare.
speed limit
years
before
starting
our
Drive according to weather
I
suggest
you
urge
David
family.
conditions
to consider a good birth conDavid is a good husband and trot method instead of taking Yield the right-of-way even
he loves, the kids, but he is such a serious step. You did though the other fellow is
always reminding me that he not say what methods NOU have dead wrong...Don't be dead
does not want any
more used unsuccessfully. As with right
TUBELESS
!children. I would be satisfied to many young married couples, If you drink, don't drive.
isiOp at two myself, but 'if you
may have tried
the Gasoline and alcohol don't
another one came along, I rhythm method or a "drug- mix
would not mind too much.
store"
method
or
simple
;IPMCJIT kEEiCSY 110195e0ii wary • OS PROW
iouching,
all
of
which
cut
down
But
the
other
day
David
(
!
OWEN QUEEN AND RUNat
right,
and
the
First
first,
second
and
runcame in
® ARCOT AGE OiSTH.LING CO.FRARIFORT. U. •
•
NERSUP—All set for the
nerup is Miss Minnetta Har- really shocked me by saying the chances of pregnancy, but
third in the "Miss Owen
are
not
as
reliable
as
the
Coronation
ris, standing, center. Seated he was planning to go to
Ball. Friday
College" contest. The new
night, Nov. 10, at Claridge
at left is the second runner- urologist to have an operation prescription methods. Do talk!
"Miss Owen College" is
that would prevent his being to him about this and please' .
Hotel are these coeds who
up, Miss Kathleen Minor.
Miss Shirley Turner, seated
a father ever again! I under- 'write me 'gain and let me
Full, 4-ply nylon cord body runs cool...protects against blowouts .
•
stand this is like the woman's!know what happens
*
*
'operation of having her tubes;
II Tough Duragen ,tread rubber rolls up long, safe mileage
tied. He says it is easier torl Dear Mrs. Hunt:
4
a
Only traction. action dual tread design in its price field
the man as it can be done I am a boy of 11. You will
in the doctor's office in one t hink this is a dumb question.] '
Can a person have nocturnal!
visit.
Is it at all possible that emissions in the daytime? I
after David has this operation. read a book about sex that
could still get pregnant by;explained this happening during
I
"Miss Owen College" will be the Debutante Society, a cam- i ber of the Baptist Student
him?
Has this ever happened? ! sieep, but w•nat if it happens
crowned at an elaborate coro- pus organization geared toward ! Union.
If it did, I know he would ac- during the day, at school or
nation ball scheduled for the finer womanhood, and is chair-! Miss Minor, also a sopho- cuse
me of being with some something?
Claridge Hotel on Friday night man of the social committee of more, is the daughter of Mr. other man and it would mean
DON S.
of next week, Nov. 10.
the student council.
and Mrs. Robert William Minor the end of our marriage Dear Don:
attendants of 1937 Hunter. She hopes to What can vu advise me in Don't worry — such an .
Turner's
The crown will be placed on
Miss
the pretty head of Miss Shirley will be Miss Minnetta Harris,'transfer to Lane College in a situation like this? I would emission does not occur except ,
Turner, a sophomore at the .first runnerup in the "Miss Jackson, Tenn, after complet- pppreciate an answer just as during sleep. This is why it ;
Junior college and daughter of Owen College" contest, and!ing her studies at Owen and soon as possible.
is known
by the slang
exMr. and Mrs. Sheltie B. Turner Miss Kathleen Minor, second later become a guidance counpression "wet dream". HowMRS. D. F.
runnerup.
ever, such an 'ejaculation of
of 1197 Ellis-tan Road.
selor.
Pear Mrs. F.:
Winner in a campus-wide Miss Harris, an advanced,
seminal fluid could be brought'
reassure
you
as
try
to
I
will
SOO
vote. Miss Turner is majoring sophomore, is the daughter of She is a member of Colum- best I can. First, I think in about by masturbation.
were
she
Church
a
Baptist
bus
in social studies and plans to'Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Calvin
many ways you are lucky to
4.
transfer to LeMoyne College!Harris of 1145 Coker. She too sings in the Young Adult Choir. have such a wonderful husband. (Leontyne Hunt will answer
president
of
Owen,
she
is
At
upon completing her courses will enter LeMoyne after comYou say you have never ;,our questions regarding birth
and
at Owen. She wants to be a pleting her studies at Owen the Baroness Club, a social given him cause to be jealous, control, sex education
teacher of civics and world:and hopes to pursue a career service organization presently but are you sure? You need related subjects, by mail or in
Plus $1.80 Federal Excise Tax•
preparing Christmas gifts for
Size 6.50 x 13 for compacts
history.
in social work.
not actually have been un- this column. Real names are,
Vietnam.
Miss Turner attends Green- She is a member of Antioch servicemen in
faithful to him to to giye the never used in the paper. Write
PIL:s $2..38, $2.33 S
..
wood CME Church and is a Baptist Church and, on campus,' She also serves as sophomore'impression that he can't trust to Mrs. H nu t at Planned
Fed. Exc:e Tax.
Plus $2 7! S2 23
.Ses 8.25 x 14,
member of the Baptist Student is president of the Debutante'class representative to the stu- you. I know some women Parenthhood, 185 N. Wabash
Fed..Ex
-fax'
8.15 x
for
S :es 7.7E, 14,
J
Buck,
Union and college choir at Society and captain of the dent council and is a member believe that a little uncertainty ave., Chicago, Ill. 60601
Olds.
7.7": x15
Ford,
CS,y,ier,
Pontiac.
is a good thing- "Never let him
Owen. She is vice president of , pep squad. She also is a mem- of the yearbook staff.
Chevy, Ply,-,c,f,h,
Dodge, PyrI10111,
Rar
,
t,
i take you for granted"-but this
is sometimes doubtful strategy.
In your case, I would be
most careful not to be flirtatious at parties, not show
admiration of other men in
(10 money
David's presence, nor ever
down
give him any cause to believe
you think him anything less
easy mantqy
S150
than absolutely perfect. Some
payments
men just seem to be born
with a jealous nature. Some
*State and 'or local ta,eare that way because they
unsure of themselves,
are
overly self-critical, and thus
afraid of losing the love of
their sweetheart or wife.
So watch your conduct very
against
to guard
carefully
this jealousy.
About the operation — here
again. I can't help but feel
that David's decision to have
the operation himself instead
of asking you to have one is
more sign of his love and
consideration for you. As he
said, this is a much sunnier
operation for a man than for
ie woman.
It is called "vas ligation" or
involves.
"vasectomy"
a nd
tying off the vas. which is the!
tube through which the sperml
is carried to the male sexd
organ. This makes the man.
sterile, but does not interfere
with his potency. la other
words, his sexual urge is not
effected.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

4-PLY
NYLON CORD
GENERAL-JET
WHITEWALLS

YOU
cAIF FIN
' A BEITER
BOURBON ' l

Owen College Students To Crown
Queen In Ball At The Claridge

KING
COTTON
TIME

most energetic civic workers in the city is seen here
trimming a C. F. Morris
for councilman hat. She is

Ore. Firm Gives Oakwood
College $25,000 Grant

Most doctors, however, are
reluctant to perform this operation for a young man who
simply does not wish to father'
any more children — especially when he has only two. The!
doctor feels the man might I
wearing one of her own change his mind later for any
.'reations. a nide brimmed of a number of reasons, and
black patent leather hat.
wish to reverse the cperation.
t Photo By Contin- Sometimes such an operation
— is successful, but there is a
50 per cent chance that it will
Besides its main plant and not be.
:;eneral offices in Pendleton
For this reason. I am sure
Ore., it has 14 branch plants David would have a difficult
in 11 states It has showroom time finding a urologist who
in New York, Chicago, San would agree to perform the
Francisco. and Seattle.
operation for him. In all likeli—

WASHINGTON. D.C. — Oak- Include a $1 million Cam
wood College of Huntsville. Ala. (enter, and a men's dormireceived a $25.000 unrestricted'tory and a classroom building
C o s t ing $500,000.
grant from Harris Pine Mills, each
Ore.
Pendleton,
Inc., of
Oakwood College is one of 15
colleges and univerAdventist
;
prewas
$25.000
for
A check
United States and
the
in
sities
President
sented to Oakwood
schnol
Frank W. Hale by Charles Canada. The integrated
edu1896
to
in
founded
was
Harris
president
of
J. Nagele,
youths
Pine Mills, at the annual cate Adventist Negro
600 ste
Autumn Council of the Seventh- in the South. It has
members
faculty
85
and
dents
ch.
Chui
day Ads enlist
Mills manuDr. Hale said the grant Harris Pine
and
redwood,
pine,
factures
the
of
would he used as part
lumber.
college's $3 million develop- I,ardwood furniture,
moldings
ment program. Main projects boxes, cut stock, and
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FRESH FISH
DAILY

1211 E. Mclemore
Tel. 947-1877
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COOL WEATHER
IS REALLY

Mrs. Katy Sexton who is
considered by many Memphians to be one of the best
milliners and one of the

ithatapnee!

Quick, easy
and so nutritiousthat's King Cotton
tasty meats
•
King Cotton
FRANKFURTERS

Tempting
Nutritious
Tasty
•
King Cotton
LUNCHEON MEATS
nearly a dozen wonderful kinds
for Sandwiches, Salads, Snacks
Made in the
U.S. Government Inspected Kitchens
of the

NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY

Ilse Cenerali ALITU-CHARGE PIAN
$55

i
i
i
$200 j

$5
$10
13

SPECIAL

TORIPOP
get new car
performance

We replace all t
Spark Plugs,
Points and Condenser, Adjust
Carbuertor-Set
Parts
Timing-Road
and
Labor
Test Your Car
NO MONEY DOWN
EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

19'

Use General's
AUTO-MAME PIAN
525-7764

525-7866

GENERAL TIRE SERVICE
455 Union Ave
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Complete Kar Kare Service
Call For Free Pick-up and Delivery
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455 Union
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Defender's Recommendation For Mayor
The city of Memphis has seen a little or no interest in Memphis or her
tremendous growth under the admin- people, rather they are interested in
istration of Mayor Ingram. Negroes as their own petty gains. During Inwell as whites have seen great growth, gram's administration there have been
in banking, industry, education and job more jobs for Negroes and
whites,
opportunity. The fact still remains that more jobs than any other period in
some people in Memphis don't want to the history of Memphis. We must conface the fact that Mayor Ingram has tinue this growth, and the only way
done more for Memphis than any we can continue the growth we've seen
under Ingram is to put him back in ofother mayor in the city's history.
riiitArAWASSIM11017
destroy any hope of presenting
The country is asking why does a fice.
curselves to the world as a
Let's look at an example of the
man with the convictions of Mayor Inibumane nation.
gram, and a man who has an outstand- growth we've seen in Memphis—there
This is only a partial list,
ing record like his have such a difficult was a time when Memphis was strictly
but is is enough to make the
time with certain groups. In many cities a retail center. Now it is a retail, bustation hang its head in shame
at the way the needy are treatfinancial
center,
iness,
and
government
the mayor and city hall are controlled
ed. People go on welfare becaused
a
great
inby small political groups, newspapers this fact alone has
'cause they have nowhere else
and businesses. Mayor Ingram would crease in jobs for Negros as well as
to turn. Only one in a hundred
is an aiee-bodied man who can
not allow this to happen. In good gov- whites. With the city growing at this
work. The rest are mothers
ernment a Mayor, such as Ingram, rate, it would be rediculous to go back
needed
in the home, children,
By
older folks, and the ill.
would not and will not let any group into the stagnant position we faced
WWI'VEY YOUNG, JR.
dictate his actions. A good Mayor like seven years ago, when many industries
They are human beings and
citizens with the same rights as
Ingram can't afford to please every- left Memphis throwing many people
Ithe rest of us. A system which
one, but must stand up for what he be- out of work. We must continue to grow
treats them as if they were
lieves in or not stand up at all. Those and in order to continue this growth,
which
"untouchables" a n d
who would judge Mayor Ingram or any the Tri-State Defender urges you to This year the naton will thowers on recipients. Inves- blames them for society's failure to bring prosperity to all
thing
other than the tremendous GET OUT AND VOTE FOR MAYOR spend more than $6 billion on tigators spend more time try. Americans is a bad system.
public welfare payments. What ing to catch a handful of We are rich enough in material
growth and progess of Memphis, have WILLIAM B. INGRAM.

To Be
Equal

Welfare System Needs Changes

is it getting for this money? cheaters instead of helping wealth and (I hope) in spirit, to
Does the system help people the 99.9 per cent who are make the changes needed to
'honest and who need friendly bring all Americans up to a
[or harm them?
counseling and help.
standard
decent m i nimum
The answer, I'm afraid. is
of living without requiring
.
The
shortchanging
by
a
welfare
sys.
that
the
present
Johnson in 1964, in the immediate tern isn't helping the poor as system which won't spend a them to give up their dignity
Wise political soothsayers make no
wake of the passage of Presiden- much as it could. Because of penny more than it absolute- and their rights.
rash predictions about election results.
tial-backed civil rights legisla- this, it is coming under attack ly had to. There are only 17 We ought to take a lesson
Especially do they refrain from making
those of us who want dates which pay recipients from other countries in this.
tion. Their complaints now are from
prejudgment about Presidential electo change it so that it can 100 per cent of their own mini- At present there are more than
twofold: again and again one hears serve to better help people. mum standards. Many pay less 4,0 nations who have family
tions which invariably offer all sort of
lament, "He hasn't given us what Of course there are many than half of what the states allowances or payments for
possibilities for errors. They do not adthemselves set as a standard. children. The United States is
he said we were going to get." Or: people who are against the
vance even hypothetical opinion unless;
Another abuse comes when the only major industrial counidea
of
altogether.
welfare
"He over-promised." Second, the
there is a pretty sound basis on whichl
They don't mind huge govern- people on welfare aren't told try that does not have such
Vietman war is particularly unpop- ment subsidies to industry and shout special benefits like those an arrangement. We are also
to form a justifiable and reliable conwhich would
ular in Negro circles. They tend to educational research, or the for winter clothing, etc., or the only country some
clusion.
form of
[ when their investigators disal- be able to afford
siveswass
to
ifluent
P
blame the President.
There are, of course, exceptions to
who don't need them, or sub- low such legitimate requests. income maintenance program
all rules. Godfrey Sperling of the Chris- 4. A foretaste of this probable drop sidies to rich landowners, or This is the reason why many which would set an income
which no family
in the Negro vote may have been even the subsidies given to sub- recipients are forming unions floor beneath
tian Science Monitor seems to fall into
urbanite, in the form of tax of their own to fight tor what would be allowed to fall.
evident in last fall's elections, par- breaks to homeowners and they are entitled to. In New
that category. He views with muffled
Economists estimate that the
ticularly in the Percy victory in ;commuters. But mention wel- York for example, the city more
glee so-called Negro dissatisfaction
than 30 million poor peoChicago and the Romney vote in fare to needy individuals and recently had to pay more than ple in the United States could
with President Johnson. And he con$300.000 to recipients who were
;they hit the roof.
be brought out of poverty at an
Wayne County (Detroit).
tends that some Democratic leaders are
unfairly shortchanged. Their cnnual cost of about $I billion.
They
will
criticize
anything
saying privately that this, of itself, 5. Republicans' potential for attract- that help people rather than legal advisor said that two- When you add onto the actual
of the city's welfare costs of the present system
ing some 25 to 30 per cent of the property, so we can't take thirds
could cost the Democrats the election
clients were "just no getting
the enormous costs of policing
Negro vote is premised on their'their attacks too seriously. what they're entitled to."
next year.
welfare
a d ministering
when
the poor themselves Less than half of the peo- and
putting up a candidate who has a But
Republican leaders, making a conattack the system, the nation ple who are eligible for pay- payments, you see that we are
very nearly that
spending
civil rights record that would be should listen and do something
certed effort in the big cities, say that
ments are on the welfare amount and harming people
about
welfare
Even
a
abuses.
palatable to the Negroes.
they will, beyond the slightest doubt,
besides.
list of these abuses would rolls.
The above conclusions are purely short
cut heavily into the big Democratic vote
include:
In addition to these faults, Eventually our affluent sothat the Negroes gave to Mr. Johnson speculative. They bear the imprint of
The breakup of families the system may soon be chang. ciety will turn to such an
Republican wish-fulfillment. Despite its through a rule which permits ed to force people to take approach, but in the meanin 1964.
Reports from Monitor correspon- religious anchorage, the Monitor is by federal aid to children only jobs even when they are time the present system is with
when there is no "man in the unsuited for work or have us. Inefficient and harmful as
dents stationed in 50 states and inter. tradition and leaning a Republican house."
So fathers are given children at home. Another It is, it still must be run in
views with Negro leaders and Negro newspaper. It tries to be impartial and the choice of leaving their possible change will restrict such a manner that the essennumbers of children getting tial humanity of its clients is
voters in recent months point to the fair. It cannot easily pass up the oppor- families or staying and watch- the
assistance from the govern- recognized, and its unfairness
starve.
them
ing
following, conclusions, in Mr. Sperling's tunity to throw its influence on the side
ment. These changes will set and indignities must be stop. The indignities the system us back 30 years and will pet
of its political choice.
assessment:

Will Negroes Fail LBJ?

1. The 1964 Negro vote, approaching
100 per cent for Johnson in a number of urban areas, is not likely
to be as heavy for the President
in 1968.
2. A disenchantment with the President has set in among the Negro
rank and file, as well as with their
leaders. This could mean that the
Republicans might be able to pick
up as much as 25 to 30 per cent of
the Negro vote next time.
3. These are the same Negroes who
went all out to back President

We. the Chicago Daily Defender,
are closer to the Negro pulse than the JACKIE ROBINSON
Christian Science Monitor. We see no
evidence of any significant defection of
the Negro vote from the Democratic
rank. The Negro position in the American society has improved more under
the Johnson Administration than all
the previous administrations in our history. And Negroes are neither ungrateBy JACKIE ROBINSON
ful nor forgetful. The black vote will be
recorded with sufficient strength to in- I am experiencing a growing
sure Mr. Johnson's re-election, if he concern about the increasing
pressures being exerted in the
runs again.
attempt to persuade our Pre-

resumption of the fighting.
I have always believed the
best defense is a good offense,
especially in the kind of jungle
fighting now going on. I am
convinced that we must continue to deal from a position
of strength. I have found this
to be good policy in athletics
and I think it is probably the
best policy in war.
Should we cease to bomb
enemy's bridges, to dethe
terrible gamble with the lives
stro and cut off their amof our fighting men. They munition bases, we would be
would be exposed to the pos. extending them an open insiblity of becoming victims of vitation to commit a wholean awful treachery of which sale carnage of which our
sident to halt the bombing the Viet Cone has already own fighting men would bein Viet Nam. I have long ad- demonstrated
itself capable. come the helpless victims.
President Johnson did not
mired
Pennsylvania's SenaI want to see our ground bring about this war. He is the
tor Hugh Scott for his courage. forces given the
maximum of third United States President
Senator Scott's recent stateprotection at all times. Al- whose policy has
Adam Clayton Powell's difficulties ceedings were believed to be wholly at ment
unequivocally backing
been one
though my wish for their safety]
are not diminishing though he still re- variance with established tradition and the President was in superbhelping
all
of
extends to
them of whatmains outside the country's jurisdic- the true facts of the case. To show that defiance of a mounting Re- ever color, I must admit to an, Viet Nam. He is the third
president who has acted out
"dove"
trend.
publican
tion. A special grand jury was sworn it had complete confidence in his integ- "I am riot a hawk," the awareness that such a large ;i of conviction thet it is far
in the other day in Washington and rity, Powell's Harlem constituency re- Senator declared. "But neither percentage of the ground forces better to fight this fight in
are Negroes.
Viet Nam than to wait until
has begun taking evidence in the elected him through a special election. do I want to be a pigeon."
It would he a tragedy in -teed we must fight it closer to
iii
ate
oq
'Sum
made
no
visible
effort
since
But
he
has
United States District Court on the
i for us to find out the hard our shores.
liss
eq mom me
way that we had withdrawn I
believe
the
financial affairs of the former then to take his seat.
President
asote O te sant:
vital protection from these deserves the support and conIt is a great tragedy, for Mr. Powell pus ;arils pais
Congressman from Harlem.
ground forces only to suffer a fidence of the American peo-es sill asap
The jury's work is limited to Mr. was one of the moat brilliant men in sauatpadxa
recurrence of the double-cross pie on the Viet NAM issue.
the Viet Cong subjected us to Of us all, he is the one man
Powell's case and to an unrelated study Congress. His record of accomplish- fearmod saseid
in this war.
earlier
e
hearing the most awesome
trostrime
His
incomparable.
main
difments
is
some
practices
by
of alleged fraudulent
noaSid
uonisod
recall the trusting burden when he seeks sleep
us
of
All
fact
that
he
was
not sin at aq Amen
home-improvement contractors in the ficulty lay in the
45 day pause to which we at night or faces another day
yes-man. And Congress, which is over- -Ii.) MR'S 411 8011410181/Pi
District of Columbia.
agreed. During this respite, the of heart-breaking responsibility.
Viet Cong made no effort to I believe that he yearns des.
Mr. Powell was excluded from his populated with Dixiecrats, resented his 'mem etu el
wonder that so little is said move toward peace. Insteadiperstely for peace. But I be- .
seat at the start of the session of the bearing and the high quality of his of the reality that to stop the the
enemy refortified itself andl Reyes he is doing the be,.
bombing would be to take a built more strength for the his country.
House of Representatives whose pro- speech.

Inquiry On Powell

Believes LBJ Rates
Support In Viet

WASHINGTON — As the months fly by and 19$8 looms
who think
higher and higher on the horizon, the persons
more
concernbecoming
are
D.C.,
Washington,
political in
S. lie the bulk
ed with toe ghetto. In the ghettos of the U.
per cent of
of the six million Negro votes. Better than 90
those votes belonged to President Johnson in 1984. If the
pollsters are right LBJ needs 90 per cent of the Negro
vote that is located in the ghettos or pivotal electoral states
to win in 1968. On paper LBJ has a tremendously good
record of appointments and is supporting civil rights legislation since he has been in office. No man who has occupied the Whits House can match it. Unfortunately, the
many top Negro appointments made by LBJ, under the
present urban crisis, have little impact in the ghetto. The
majority of the Negroes are as capable as whites in aimiliar positions. Bob Weaver, secretary of HUD; Andrew
Brimmer, member of the Federal Reserve Board; Thur.
good Marshall on the Supreme Court; Clifford Alexander,
chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, along with numerous deputy secretary posts
held by Brothers are tremendous racial gains. But of all
of these, Vice President Humphrey has a better ghetto
image than the Negro appointees.

•
WHAT'S LEFT? One of the Negro appointees has to get
out of his wall-to-wall carpeted room and go into the ghetto
and "identify." It may seem strange and awkward, but the
Brother in the ghetto is looking for symbols and images.
It may be recalled that the Negro who went into ghetto
during the 1964 campaign and got out the vote was Dr.
Martin Luther King. He is critical of the Whitt House today because of the Vietnam war. Besides, King is visiting
every grass roots convention of Brothers everywhere. He
dropped in on the Dee-Jays among a whole batch of groups
who couldn't have attracted him a year ago. The man who
looms most likely to carry the LBJ message to the ghetto
is EEOC's Cliff Alexander. As head of the agency that deals
with jobs, he has got to show the ghetto dweller that he is
tirelessly trying to open up jobs for them. Alexander has
L133's ear and confidence, but what has to be achieved is
this same combination from the Brother. There is no denying that the hopes for the Dems in 1968 lies with retaining the bulk of the Negro vote, Since Adam Powell has
been banished from the scene, he can't make the dramatic
appeal for LBJ in '68. The next congressman, who might
have something on the ball in this respect, but who can't
hold a candle to Adam, is John Conyers of Detroit.

•
IN ASSESSING THE congressmen here, no other one
appears on the horizon who captures the fire and imagination of the masses. By the same token, no stand up Negro on the government payroll in high office can stimulate widespread support. With the militants and the black
power advocators storming the Mistimes, bent en defeating
the Man in the White House at any cost without any discernable alternative, the savior must bring to his role
great respect and color. At this point, the flamboyance is
on the other side. Even 0E0, that deals with the poverty
strkken, does not have this kind of leader among its top
brass. Because of the economics of the situation, the
GS-15's and above are living according to their status. This
is fine except that one has to get the loud mouths prior
to election time. Unlike the old NYA, which LBJ knew so
well and which dispensed poverty funds in the New Deal
era, EDS, had a number of "spokesmen" of that time
faround him. This was the period that produced a vote
conscious Mary McLeod Bethune who lured many Negro
votes to the Democratic banner. The present day Negro
federal job holder has become integrated into impotence.
IDLE CHATTER: The man with the toughest job in
D. C. last weekend WAS Luke Moore, U. S. Marshall for
the District. He had to handle the security arrangements
during the mass Peace demonstrations that converged on
the capital .
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•
be assigned .
Bishop Joseph Dillard Brown, former rector
of St. Luke's Episcopal church here before becoming a
prelate assigned to Liberia, returned to his old pulpit
recently. He delivered a scathing verbal attack on the
Black Power gang who "seek to destroy Howard" and are
hurling unkind names at Dr. James Nabrit, He scoffed at
Negroes with their "natural' hairdos and African garb.
He called certain kind of leaders "sick." . . Herb Hill,
the NAACP labor secretary, leveled another blast at the
equal employment posture in the federal establishment.
The folks at the Civil Service Commission who have been
doing little more than issuing pronouncements are feverishly working on another survey and policy statement. And
the Brodier is still not being upgraded_

•
SOUP AND SANDWICH TAWK: Government Services
Administration (GSA) is faced with an unusual racial
complaint. Their contract compliance officer, Robert
J.
Harlan, who is responsible for policing the agency's contract compliance—that is to see that the firms doles
business with the government have fair
hiring practices—
says that GSA's promotional policies are
unfair to the
Brother. He claims that he knows first band,
because he
is one of the victims. He has
asked for a hearing bet be
also asked that the Negro responsible
for agency fair em•
ployment practices be barred from the panel
reviewing the
charge. . . Gov. Spiro T. Agnew of
Maryland had the
national elections in minci when he
responded so promptly
to the bigoted remarks made by a
Prince George's Circuit
Judge William B. Bowie from his
bench. The Judge Ignored pleas by the prosecutor
and defense counsel for
probation for et-year-old Mrs. Ella Mae
Brown, a Negro.
accused of stabbing her
common•law husband, declaring
"If thee (Negroes) want to live
like animals let them tteY
in a pen.' Agnew, eho has
been touting Gov. Rockefeller
for the top GOP spot,
brought the matter to the attendee
of the Court of Appeals and
then later to the NAACP.
"ich had been sails ing the ers: Suit in, baby figuirr•
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A BABY SHOWER boostins Mrs. Cleo C. Kirk was
held recently, and here she
Is seen with some of the
guests present for the

DEFENDER

affair. Seated from left are
Mesdames C. Whitney, P.
Maclin, C. Kirk, Lizzie
Moore and Minnie McCutch.
en. Standing, from left, are

Mesdames 3. Pops, L.
llama, W. Flowers,
Pinkston. S. Andrews,
Hawkins, P. Whitaker,
Fuller, M. Hawkins,

Means, L. E. Branch, J.
C.
J.
L.
It.

Jacacks, L. Bonds and Ruth
Parker.

( photo by

McChriston)

Stork Shower Held

500 Girls At Workshop

For LI/Irs.Cleo Kirk

Sponsored By NCNW

Dr Dorothey I. Height, na- is to "establish program guidetional president of the National lines for the work of the local
By MRS. LUCILLE P. WOODS of the evening. Mrs. Lee E. Council of Nepro Women, pre- rectian and give a base of
knowledge and commitment on
A recent Sunday evening, Branch was in charge of re- sided during the first of three which the section and communworkrhops, designed to meet
was an evening of ardor and ceiving the many gifts.
ity ran build in faring the
fervor and one longed to be Among the guests were Mrs. the needs of girls in three rroblems of girls." Theme for
cities.
The
National
Council
has
remembered by Mrs. Katherine Kirk's mother, and mother-inthe two day workshop was
Kirk, wife of Dr. Cleo C. Kirk, law from Dyersburg, Tenn.- set these workshops for Dan- Girls-The Crises In Our Cities
ville
Florida
Virginia,
Miami,
local children's dentist.
Mrs. Lizzie Moore, and Mrs.
Direction and Decision."
She was entertained with a Minnie McCutchen,—Mesdames and Minneapolis-St. Paul..
All sessions ot the workshop
Stork Shower given by MESS 1Rossie Means, Polly Whitaker, The Danville Section of the
were held at the Danville MidEunice Carruthers and Mrs. James Hawkins, Joyce Pope, Council sponsored the work, sown Motor Hotel where Dr.
Patricia Maclin of Nashville, Booker T. Hodges, Lee E. shop which was hosted and
Meight was presented the key
Dr. Kirk's sister, at Miss Car- Fred Rivers, Theorn North. nirected by Volunteers Un- Ito
the city of Danville by Mayruthers home on Foster Avenue. cross, Katherine King, Walter limited.
or W. C. McCubbins.
The eye-catching decoration Flowers, C. L. Pilot, James Dr Height pointed out that
(See Page 9)
was a Japanese umbrella deco- Buford, Carolyn Whitney
the purpose of the workshops
rated with numerous Plastic
baby trinkets, under which the
honoree sat, and was showered
with many gifts for the unborn.
The center piece on the dining'
room table was a huge stork
carrying a diaper and a doll in
its beak.
Mrs. Ruth Parker and Mrs.,
Lucille Bond presided at thel
table of refreshments which
was lavishly filled with individual cake squares decorated
with baby trinkets, frappes),
cookies, candies and nuts. For
those who chose not to partake
of frappee, there was plenty
of ice cold pink champagne to
lift the mood.
Mrs. Kirk opened each of the
gifts, and found every thing
she would need to welcome
the little unborn dentist, (we
hope). Spotted among the gifts
spoons, baby
were
silver
bottles, bottle warmer, baby
quilts, receiving blankets, crochet sweater sets, knit suits,
pillow cases, shoes, gowns,
carry all carts three of them,
(hone she doesn't have triplets)
high chair, table, rocker, buggy,
many,
books, bassinet and
many others,
Miss Carruthers presented
Mrs. Kirk with a color PolarDISTILLERS COIAPANY,
oil album of the activities SANWA mussy—A WWI Of sLLECT ED ANISKIES. Six YEARS 010.116.8 PROOF. SEASIAM

YOU OWE IT TO !OURSELF
To see Klek.liele /44
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NEW STUDENT LEADERS
—Tennessee State university
inaugurated its new Student Council president and
vice president in formal
ceremonies recently. From

left

are

Dr.

Joseph A.
of students;
Miss Dorothy
Wideman,
election chairman, who administered oaths of office;
James
V.
Montgomery,
Payne, Jr., dean

president, and Dills Douglas, vice president. Mr.
Montgomery is a senior
majoring in English and
political science, comes
from Lake Forest, Ill., and

is a member of Kappa A ph a Psi fraternity. Mr.
Douglas is a senior political
science major from Crunswick, (Je.

Where You're
Always Among
Friends
Shop BIG STAR, you'll find the brands you know
at prices that you can afford to pay. Plus you
receive Quality Stamps with every purchase.
Shop BIG STAR Where the prices are right and
the clerks polite.

is Racing Time
Get your race cords now
at your favorite BIG
STAR. Nothing to buy...
Fun for everyone!

Tune in Channel 5 WMC•
TV, 7 to 7:30 P.M. every
Saturday Night. Play its
RACING TIME!

4968

elegance in action
$500 WINNER

$500 WINNER

SHE
KNOWS
YOU'RE
A MAN of
DISTINCTION
BY THE Kze&ileze YOU DRIVE
Without a doubt a Madison Cadillac is a most elegant car and she's a most sophisticated
lady in her hair piece by Mon Claire, kc. Why don't you take the city and the lady by
storm in a Madison Cadillac. There's die to fit your particular personality. Drop in at any
one of our two locations.

341 UNION AVE. 526-5933
2577 POPLAR AVE. 327-8451
from and you
At Madison Cadillac there are also 50 cars in our used car stock to choose
warranty.
get a 27 month

LOYALTY
THE STANDARD OF THE WORLD - IN MOTORING PLEASURE - AND OWNER
4

WIN
$500,
UP TO

Miss Beverly Polk
Byhalia, Miss.

QUALITY
STAMPS
THE FAVORITE 01 THE MID-SOUTH
The favorite premium stomp with every member because the..
re's something to pleas• everyone, The favorite because it
takes less stamps to fill each book and less books to obtain
famous brand -name items. Save Quality Stomps and get a
bonus with every purchase.

George H Blackstone
978 Leath

S.-
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SAT

•3ociety
Merry
Go-round
ERMA LEE LAWS
"Habit — The diminutive
chains of habit are generally too small to be felt, till
they are too strong to be
broken". Anon . . .Leaves
of Gold.

glazed carrots, fruit mold, hot
rolls plus a dessert of butter
cake made by one of the
honorees Mamie which went
so well with the coffee and
tea.
Marveling at the effortless
DINNER PARTY . . .Winifred and Robert L. ( Bob) Frank ease with Winifred carried out,
Wellington Street home the party were Alphonse HunHumphrey,'
Nt as transformed into a lumin- nicutt, W i Bette
ous delight of Halloween de- Ruth Collins, Sadie Mickle,
corations when she feted her another sister-in-law of the hos,ister-in-law, Mamie Jones, tess. Omega Shelto, Gladys
from Oklahoma City and a DeWitt, Ethel Isabel, Anna
friend Mildred Hunter from Belle Phillips, Willie Smith,
Addle Jones. another sister-inLs Angeles.
.law of Winifred's.
Winifred's personality which
As the ladies were leaving,
encteared her to her former
Bob
and the hubby of one of the
co-workers when she taught
at LaRose School ( incidentally honorees, Jessie Hunter were
Ws;just across the street from corning in after spending the
her home) was still working evening with Winifred's brother
Dr. C, S. Jones. They were
.
1ts magic charm for her.
just in time to partake of
MISS MARYLAND TIMMS
Two of her former co-work- the catered supper.
ers, Aubrey Turner and Josie
The marital bliss of Bernice
'lowers came over and weaved
Fowler was toasted M
-their own magic with the and Walter
Friday night at a party given!
decorations. The v' had
by Velma Lois Jones and Faye
witches and goblins in just
Lewis at the home of Bea and
the right places. For instance
Clifford Yates, Faye's sister Pr
two withhes were on both
and brother-in-law on Lauder:sides of the arch w a y leaddale.
-ing to the dining room
and they held strings in their. Making toasts to the newly- ! Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lewis!! er studies at the City of 'Memhands to which were festooned weds who tied the knot in'Timms of 3531 Rochester rd. ''his Hospitals School of Nursbats and black cats with large August and partaking of the have announced the engage-!'ug in 1967 nd is tiresently
letterings of "Take One", In. bountiful buffet table were rnent and forthcoming marriag!a nurse on the staff of John
side were cute ditties coin- Maridelle Adams, Catherine cf their daughter, Miss Mary-! Casten Hospital.
and Galvester Richards, Zernia land A. Timms, to Horace
Mr. Hunter was graduated
d by the hostess
tairsoomilowas
s
4
Aimmi
Co-hostesses for the lavish and Jake Peacock, Elma and Hunter, Jr., son of Mrs. Bessie fromMitchell High School
Charles
Mardis,
Sueing
Hoyle o: Memphis and Horace!with the class of 1961 and is
party were four friends who William
AFO OFA MEMBERS...
tor-Imi where they gave
President, Marvin TarpPhillip Booth, H. A. Gil.
were just plum happy to see Joyce and Lloyd Weddington, Hunter. Sr., of Detroit. Mich.1 resently employed by the pose for
the
their
TSD
photogchampagne
bridge
ley,
ClairHarry
T.
Cash,
liam.
John L. Brinkley,
Stotts,
Carl
and
Jean
is
the
grand-:Illinois
Emma
Th.
bride-elect
Central
Railroad.
Winifred entertaining. They'd
rapher on the stairway
luncheon. From top to botborne Davis, Caffrey BarRobinson, Fred Jorking promised her since heriGrace Horner, Carrie and Cal- qaugvter of Mrs. Amanda Bar- The wedding will take place leading to the University
tom they are Mesdames
tholomew, W. W. Gibson,
dan, and T. J. Beachamp.
home confinement that they vin Grant, James Swilling, ton of San Francisco. Calif. cn Sunday. Nov. 19, at the Room of
and
the
Sheraton
Miss
John
MoOutlaw,
JorJohnny
A
graduate
of
Mitcnell
High
the
Mt.
Pisgah
Baptist
church
Clemons,
would assist her in carryingiJim
out any plans shedesired. dans Lucille Thomas Peggy school Miss Timms completed on Weaver rd
with Joyce and Lawrence, delicious
potables
preceded1Wilson.
from various parts of the
And true to their word giv- Brewer and Gertrude Ford.!
along with her Harold and Gen- dinner.
Several members of Beta
and
Galloway.
Martha
Bridge
was
the
order
of
the
ing her that extra assist were WITH THE CLUBS . . .Seem
Joyce Blackmon feted her eva and Jesse Bishop of Chi- Scooping up the prizes werelEpisolon Omega Chapter of s.
tan
ttd
te members of Sigma GamWare, Annie Brooks, that every week-end is filled evening when the Los FabuRuth
pals at her home on cago and Lois Stockton.
bridge
night
Sadie McCoy. a yellow blanket,I Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
loses
met
Saturday
Amanda Washington and Angie with numerous club meetings,
ma
Rho Sorority also traveled
Waldorf and gave the girls Ann Benson must have worlds Christine Robinson, a shower!motored to Nashville Saturday
Hawkins. Juanita Williamson, so many in fact that it gets with Odiesteen Herndon at
l
over
the week-end, their state
ifor
a
workshop
conducted
by
Motor who scored highest perfume of energy for after she enter- set, curtains et al, Warren
S her ai o n
aboard the the
crowdy
our erudite P.D. conducted the rather
I Velma Lois Jones Regional meeting was in Jackson and
which
she
her
Hawkins
brought
from
an
electric
alarm
Inn
and
winning
the
tained
the
Cobra
Bridge
Club
games,
merry go round, keeps us whirlholiday in Nassau this sum- Friday night she was up bright clock along with guests Cora!Director. The entourage includ- sorors attending were Maridelle
The table was covered with ing around for weeks trying to prizes were Mary Ethel Jones,
mer.
knives,
Doris
and early Saturday morning Smith, Ruth Parker and Rivers ed Elma Mardis, Basileus,!Adams, Ethel Watkins. Mary
a
set
of
steak
with
centered
an
aboard.
Alencon lace
get everybody
and
motoring off with several King whose gifts were the Mertis Ewell, June Latting,!Brooks, Willette Bowling and
Ray.
a
red
shell,
and
Rubye
Lucky. femmes were Jackie
arrangement of fall flowers SO HERE WE GO . . .CharShirley Watkins, Marie Brad- Bernice Fowler.
and leaves. Halloween napkins, lotte Polk was the capable Jean Lewis a bright orange Ross, Hannah Boyd and Ber- of her sorors in Alpha Kappa same as the members.
ford, Ann Benson, Hattie Smith,
Guest
winners
figured
scarf.
Alpha
to
attend
a
workshop
the
scene
other
Also
on
were
nice
Mayes.
Other
memparty
sparkling silver and
Reservations for the Ebony
hostess to the YADS in the were Mary Elizabeth Robertson
Janelle Pringle, Doris Lewis
wer e in Nashville.
bers present
members of the Cobra
favors adorned the table.
Fashion Fair sponsored by the
club room of the Lorraine an epergne. and Velton RankVernelle
Logan,
Fannie
Taylor,
Elaine Campbell,prexy
She lavishly feted her bridge Elizabeth Shaw, Fredia Mari.
Winifred received in a soft Motel and conducted various
Alumnae Chapter of Delta SigCynithia
W i n frey. B a r- mates and guests in the confor- Charlesteen Miles, Mattie Ward Fannie Delk. Edith Willis, who ma Theta Sorority may be seblue hostess gown and wore a games for the girls. Delighting ins, earrings.
winged it there. Hattie Jacktall black witch hat. Her co- in the evening's entertainment Other members enjoying the bara Atkins. Juanita Truitt, table confines of her family Maydella Reeves, Alzora Haste
cured by calling 948-4934 or
son and Gwendolyn Jones.
hostesses also wore witch hats. were Kathryn Terrell. presi- bridge fest were Laurie Sugar- Virginia Grinner, Helen Wha- room where they dined on a Dora Todd and guests Leath
275-1480. The show whichbpasts
A combination of color T.V. dent; Jackie Hawkins, Ann mon, Rose Evans, Nina Bray- lum, Barbara Bailey, Gloria catered supper of filet migon, Jones, Frances Hayes, Bertha Representing Beta Tau from some very beautiful models and
in the family room, games Gibson. Billye Motlow, Nlarian on, Zernia Peacock anJ Juak- Venson and Josephine Young. baked red snapper, asparagus, Ray, Martelle LaGrone, Lytia LeMoyne's campus were our fabulous garments will be
and picture taking plus the Holly. Carol Jamison, Rose nita with guests Laverne . Guesting were Pat Shaw, who potatoes spiced peach and McKinney, Lee Eleanor Benson little neighbor who was recently Tuesday November 7. at the
Horne ialso made the summer trek coffee. Hors d' oeurves and Eddie Rideout and Samellen ,named to Who's Who in Ameri- Chisca Ballroom. The theme
showing of slides of the Euro-!!Brown, Gerri James, and Marie Weathers, Warliese
can Colleges and Universities,] "Fashion Rebellion '67" will
pean tour made by one of the 4ard.
Gwen Williams. Nita Garner,! benefit the Delta's scholarship
honorees, Mamie Jones last'
and Miriam Robinson.
year. Dorothy Beckwith rousted 11tow lirrtunmeneo war.se ono .
fund as well as the sorority's
—
Alpha Delta Omega Chapter] mental health program. Eleaher hubby George out of bed
c) ASCOT SCE Dall.1.111C CO ,FRAINFORT, Mt
,come over and operate the
of Nashville was host to the! nor Currie is chairman of the
BY
twelve chapters who came ' tickets.
Alachine so the show could go
mr14 North Main Street
Guests dined on deliciou,
Corn., a/ Carel and Main (Do.nsfairs) 527-3619
broiled chicken, green beans.
downtown • union asp.
southland mall

1SS

Maryland Timms

DE
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Ethel
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o Be Wed On Nov. 19

II

i

I

1

I

WON"
WIERE
TO FIND

IF YOU I
CAN FIND
A BETTER
BOURBON
...BUY IT!

GIGANTIC
END

100% Human Hair

1

Mon Claire

OF SEASON SALE!

C

fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 32/
1
2

.. a buywr for vow
COI', far a sowing onochino to buy, or someOn* to clean you.
boom? Just rood and
use our ...

two-piece
acetate knit
26.00
sizes 38 to 44

Classifieds
JAckson 6-8397

lovely two-piece dress of
textured ocifcrfo knit . .
the smart overblouse it accented by • gaily colored

I!JpIlii
MC31117111
MAKING YOUR

scarf at the neckline ..•

e

choose black or navy.

MAIL ORDERS: Add 50o pomtage
phi* 4% tam for Tens.
delivery.

LIFE MISERABLE?

vs* Catharines new revolving' charge
ilethIsq il•ws--6 months to pay.

You don't have to live with the
awful torment of skin upset by
the agonies of itching of certain
minor skin irritations. PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT is
the proven way millions get fast,
blessed relief when their skin
cries "help". As this internationally famous skirt medication
the itching, and induces fast relief from itching miseries, you'll
feel better fast! Doctors know
scratching can disfigure as well
as cause dangerous infection.
You owe it le your comfort, and
appearance, to let PALMER'S
"SKIN SUCCESS" OINTMENT hol,
make your life livoablo again.

•

Re

J STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •
64 SO. MAIN
•
UNION AYE. •
1511 UNION
•
WHIYCHAVEN • SOUTHLAND MALL •

•

527.6434
2744061
39114064

Sc
G.
L.
Sc

t

Save MORE 10 a.m.101 9:30p.m.-thru Sat.

gilt 3 fialPP0111116...01UR•

Very Special Purchase!

DELTA CHAIRMEN—FOR
Ebony Fashion Fair are
shown left to right Mrs.
Rubye Gadison, Publicity
Chairman; Mrs. Garmer
Currie, Ticket Chairman;

Mrs. Jarvey Cunningham,
President of the Graduate
Chapter of Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority; and Mrs.
Joseph Westbrook, General
Chairman of the Fashion

Men's
Leather
Jackets
$5500

show which will be Tuesday
November 7, 8 p.m., at the
Chisca Ballroom. Mrs. Caffrey Bratholomew, is Co.
chairman of the show.

Genuine Leather with
zip-out liner....
Years of Wear — And No Cleaning
Bill To Think About — The Savings
Alone will Pay for this Jacket for
You

(Continued From Page 7)

NCNW Chapters in Branch- youth and adults exchanged
'We, New Jersey- Roanoke, ideas centered
around the
Participants included Mrs. Virginia: Washington, D. C.: theme.
Members of the SCNW
Ethel James Williams of Ho- Philadelphia, Pa.;
Newport local seciton, community leadwajrd University; Atty. Ruth L. News, Va.; Baltimore, Mary- ers and out of town consulHarvey; Miss Hester Price, rand.
tants heard reiterated again
Director of Volunteers Unlimiti.eed. of girls in our cities.
ed; 2nd representatives from
Throughout
weekend
Highlight of the workshop
was the Saturday night dinner,
where two Job Corps Represent
atives spoke. Miss Teresa Leary representing the National
Capitol Project in Washington
Presents
4nd Miss Margaret Everett
rom the job Corps Center in
Charleston, West Virginia.

EBONY FASHION FAIR

1.44141o14-Reteeet:()A457

Sponsored by
The Alnmnae Chapter

Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority'
The CHISCA PLAZA
Ball room

8:00 P.M.
November
7, 1967
Reserved $500
Seats
GA ed nmeirsaslio n

8400

Presentations and awards for
volunteer r e cognition were
made to members of Volunteers Unlimited by Mrs. Eva
Thomas of the Danville Section
of NCNW. Mrs. Thomas also
presented a beautiful plaque
to Dr. Height for outstanding
service in behalf of Negro
Women.

Short Sleeves
Fashion Collar
100% Textured Nylon
Choose From A Wide
Selection of Colors.

Harvey
Attorney Ruth L.
was presented the first Community V o lunteer Advance
Specific Award for her outstanding work in the area of
politics. Other awards were
presented to Miss Hester Price,
Director of Volunteers Unlimited and to Mrs. Gwendolyn
Lovelace.
Dr Height's keynote address'
(.mpliasized the "Crises in our
cities and their effect upon all
of us — schools, homes, churches, etc." Dr. Height said, "we
are beginning to pull the issues out what do they say to
us about what needs to be done
to heln girls in our cities
to solve their problems."

Knit
Shirts
Fancy Front
Fashion Shirt
• Jr. Petites, Juniors and
Misses Sizes
• 100% wools, Orlon*
acrylics, acetates,
Colorays rayon
• Great new fashion
color combos
KNITS
SCRUMPTIOUS
FASHION 'RIGHT'
...in long & short sleeve styles, jacket/dress
costumes, walking suits, shifts & A-lines.
Mostly bonded fabrics for shape retention.
In black, red, grey, gold, green, beige. Solids,
also chic check patterns.
*Jerri Ellis Fashions ... Exclusively at

Woolco!

Put Your
Items
in the
LAYAWAY
$500

Soft, Snuggly and Warm

Fleece & Flannel
Sleepwear $100

Long Sleeves
1Cnit Cuffs
Matching Buttons
100% Acrylic - Hand Washable

1

114H 1.41 BONUS.(AN l'ON

Reg. $2.77aid
BEDTIME BEAUTIES...these lovely
fleece and flannel gowns and pajamas. A-line gowns in waltz or long
length styles! All machine washable
cotton flannel or Avisco acetate/nylon. Embroidery and lace trims add
enchanting fashion touches! Light
blue and assorted stripes and pastels.
Sizes 34-40 and S; M, L.

October 18, 1967
Dear Patrons of the Arts:
Cantorium cordially invites you to join them as they celebrate their Fourth Anniversary by taking a
closer "LOOK AT OPERA".
This presentation will begin promptly at 5:00 P.M. in *et sonctuary of Mt. Pisgah C.M.E. Church, 2490
Park Avert,. at Marecholneil. Rev. E. L. Brown is minister ef th• church.
Scholar Contorium of Douglass High School, under th• direction of Mr. Omar Robinson, Jr., will be featured gu•st.
Program notes, in English will be provided to aid your appreciation of the Master's great works.
PI eos• come and share this enriching experience with us.
By th• way, 14.,• dote is November 12, 1967.

•

,•.rts1:40,;-40.frii NVOOLCO

(.(111'1)N

iigaitTer

yt:Zi irt

Sincerely,
Mts. Rosetta H. Peterson
Mrs. Rosette H. Peterson, President,
IL CANTORIUM, 2214 Henry Avenue, klimphis, Ten

SOPRANOS
Georgia Braswell
Lertirra Thomas
Barbara Whitley

BASSES
TENORS
Twitty
Jose Stridden
Lee Cunningham Ernanu•I Bland
Luciaus Lamar Louis Hervey
Donald Shockl•ford
Osi• Lewis

ACCOMPANISTS DIRECTOR
Rosetta Poterien Harry Winfield
Russell Wilson

LADIES' HI-RISING SIDE ZIP
BOOTS, warmly lined and waterproof. In black or brown, sizes 510. Buy now!

50% Kodel

Polyester — 50% Cotton

EASTGATE SHOPPING CENTER

5100 Park Ave. & White Station Rd.

SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
Ss
reet & Bela Blvd.

sA T111
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Pre-Halloween Party
Held For Youngsters

TRENTON NEWS

Some children running and who now serves as its treasurplaying; some on stage doing er.
the "Pearl High Filley" and! Mrs. Haneock's class
of Klonvarious other dances to latest dike School made
the beautiful
hits tunes; some sitting quietly decorations
and favors. The
coloring spooky pictures in the Halloween
atmosphere
was
"Coloring Corner," some play- created by various
sizes of
ing - Shuffle Board games on jack-p-lanterns made of
stuffed
the floor; and some just sitting paper bags—sitting slong the
around quietly watching the edges of the floor
and some
activities.
made of construction paper
This was the scene in the taped along the wall. Spargym of the Abe Scharff YMCA kling green eyed owls were
last Saturday from 3 to 5, placed strategically along the
where some 150 physically and walls; and a big ghost sailed
mentally handicapped children through the air in a basketball
attesckd a Pre-Halloween Par- net.
ty aponsored by the Zuber By- After each child entered, he
num —Cuuncil.
was provided with Halloween
The Zuber Bynum Council is favors: a mask, a party hat,
an diginization of parents and and a "none whistling" whistle.'
teart interested in the soAbout
4:15 the
children
cial welfare of the children. signaled by a whistle for reThe Council tries to provide freshments. They had ham
motIZIQ entertainments during sandwiches, potato chips, ice
the -school months for them.
cream, and fountain drinks.
The sponsor of this party was At five the party was over.
Mrs.. Miner v a
Hancock,' Everyone went home, happy
founder of the organization and and full.

The Thing To Do This Week
Get Out And Vote

The American Legion Post patient at the Gibson General
No. 200 and its Auxiliary will Hospital.
participate in a parade on The funeral of Mr. William
Veterans Day, Saturday, Nov. Thomas of Detroit, Mich., was
11. and will sell plate dinners held on Sunday, Oct. U,
afterwards. All Legion mem- at the First church on High
bers
and agiliaries are in- St. He was the brother of atm
vited to participate. All are Corene Jones.
The funeral of Mrs. Fannie
invited to the dinner.
Ivie
was held on Oct. 25 at the
Veterans who are not members of the Legion and women Mt. Orange Baptist Church.
Ira Powell and Oscar Holder
and girls interested in joinare
patients at the Gibson
ing the auxiliary are invited.
General hospital, where both
Specialist 5th Class William are improving.
Nance, son of Mrs. Sarah
Robert Easley, Jr., of InNance, came
home
from dianapolis, is home visiting
Vitenam a few weeks ago and his father,
Robert Easley,
spent several weeks with re- Sr., and other relatives
and
latives, was married to Miss friends.
Patricia Coleman of Paducah, Mrs. Elizabeth Wade, wit',
Ky., on Saturday, Oct. 21. The of Rev. Charles Wade,
is concouple will live near Fort Lee, fined to her bed. Mrs.
Mary H
Va., where he is stationed.I Payne is also ill and
confined
Mrs. Daisy Larry is a to bed.

good eat

Swipes At Social
Security Blasted

"Hand bills and other types that H.R. 5710, woWd giv
e
ni
of misleading and inaccurate discretionary powers to
information about the social Social Security Administration
security amendments now being "to determine what retirement
benefits, if any," ane would
considered
Senate
by
the
receive "based on its deter=
and passed by the house are
nation of need," Goetz pointed
being
circulated
throughout
out.
the
Chicagoland
area and
other parts of the Country", Rouse of Representatives Bill
according to Byron E. Goetz, 12080 currently under consideregional Assistant Commission- ration, would not change the
er for the Social Security Ad- method of determining entitleministration (for Illinois, In- ment to benefits, Goetz exdiana, Wisconsin, Ohio and plained.
Michigan).
Other attacks are be'ng made
The misinformation suggests concerning the finaacial and
actuarial status of the social
security program.

CORNETTIE REALTY, INC.
•LOANS
•REAL ESTATE SALES
•INSURANCE

BATO:
loosely
12 mum
statt I.

lAll lines, including Auto Liability and Firej

LES GIRLS...eot Into alio
Halloween spirit when lbs.
Theodore Branch and Miss
Marie Bradford were hostesses to them at the Branch
home at 2855 Nathan.

Shown In front is Miss
Bradford, and seated left
to right are Mrs. Edward
Reed, Mrs. Howard Pinkston, Mrs. Willie E. Lindsey, Jr., Mrs. Jacques Wil-

Lewis, Mrs. Harry A.
Thompson, Mrs. Horace L.
Chandler, Miss Velma Lois
Jones and Mrs. Branch,
the co-hostess.

Goetz pointed out that the
satisfactory status of the social
security program has been established by the recent Advisory Council for Social Security,
comprised of non-government
members, and that tlie.'r findings were:
—

•RENTAL MANAGEMENT
Tel. 525-1861
or
527-9606

C. C. Sawyer, Pres.

334 VANCE AVE.

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF

"The social security program
as a whole is soundly financed,
its funds are properly invested,
and on the basis of actuarial
estimates the Council Iry reviewed and found it souni and
arpropiate; provision ha; been
made to meet all of the costs
of the program both in the
short run and over the :•ngrange future."

State

To see raCkllaC /01 1968

elegance in action
It's as easy to own a wachwac

HENRY LOEB

As any other car on the market ...
We appreciate your Business at

526-8207
327-8451

MAYOR INGRAM IS RUNNING ON HIS RECORD.
MAYOR INGRAM

VI Standard oftheWorld

HAS MADE

THE FINEST SHOES
THAT CAN BE MADE

HIS RECORD AN

RECORD.

Do you remember when Mayor
on the Transity Authority?
Vote for

IN MOTORING PLEASURE

Jones, John R. Arnold, Jr.,
MarteLle Trigg, Martha
Flowers and Jim Ella Cotton won gifts of silver with
their bridge finesses at the
Afo Ofa Bridge Club's
Champagne Bridge Luncheon in the Sheraton-Motor
Inn.

ISSUE IN THIS CAMPAIGN. LET'S TALK ABOUT
HIS

COUPE DE VILLE

THERE'S THE GLEAM OF
SILVER...in the eyes of
Mesdames and Misses Em mitt Simon, E. L. Hawkins,
Oscar Simpson, William
Owen, Utillus Phillips, Jr.
Andrew Dancy, Sr., Vasco
A. Smith, Jr., Adelaide
Randle, C. S. Jones, E. C.

ASKS YOUR
SUPPORT!

MADISON CADILLAC
2 LOCATIONS
341 UNION AVE.
2577 POPLAR AVE.

more and Mrs. Charles
Pinkston. Standing left to
right are Miss Erma Lee
Laws, Mrs. William Robertson, Mrs. Longino A.
Cooke, Jr., Mrs. Harold

Ingram

replaced Mr. Maceo Walker

Henry Loeb for Equal Consideration!

Fll

Do you remember when Mayor Ingram kicked Mr. Willis and Rev.
Lawson off the Poverty Program?
Vote for Henry Loeb for Fair Treatm•nt!

See Leo King.
For Your
Stacy Adams Shoes

Do you remember when Mayor Ingram humiliated Jesse Turner, president of the NAACP?
Vote for Henry Loeb and be treated with Dignity!

Do you remember when Mayor Ingram stopped the Poverty Program?
Vote for Henry Lo•b ard ke•p Memphis moving!
BLACK or
BROWN

DE VILLE CONVERTIBLE

AND OWNER LOYALTY

HENRY LOEB IS FAIR TO EVERY CITIZEN!
CAN ANY CITIZEN ASK FOR MORE?
Stacy-Adams Shoes for
knowing they're the finest you can buy. Fine
hind-craftsmanship.;.etch styling...luxurious
leathers ... assure you instant and everlasting
comfort — plus smart good looks that'll carry yon
You'll wear

PLEASE VOTE FOR

HENRY LOEB

through many seasons.

HARDTOP SEDAN DE VILLE

MADISON CADILLAC
OVER 50 CARS IN STOCK TO CHOOSE FROM
27 MONTH WARRANTY
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MAYOR
PAM FOR ST VOTERS FOR LOEB, SAM HICKEY, CHAIRMAN

99 South Main Street
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Sports Horizon
In A advantage of the
BATON ROUGE, La.
Southern
loosely played game marred by mediocre kicking game which
12 tumbles, Tennessee A&I was plague by several bad
sta4 Univeraity played just snaps from center. Joe Cooper
good enough to down the South- pulled in a 10 yard Dickey
ern Jaguars, 27-16, here last pass in the end zone to give
Saturday night before an esti- Aid a 6-0 edge in the first
quarter.
mated 16,000 fans.
Had each feam taken ad- Meneese missed on his secvantage of the breaks it got,' ond conversion try after a penthe score might have been as i alty nullified his initial boot.
wild as the 40-36 thriller A&II Southern knocked the ball out
posted the last time they tac- of Dickey's hand in the second
kled Southern in Jaguar stadi- period and few plays later took
um in 1965. This was the forth. a 7-6 lead. The backbreaker
consecutive year that the cool- was a 57-yard pass comple•
headed Eldridge Dickey has twin to 6-6 Jaguar freshman
guided TSU over the Louisi-. Harold Carmichael. Williams
anians,
connected again from the two
John Merritt's Big Blues with the stringbean end for the
have now stormed back to win touchdown.
two in a row to push their TSU used another interceprecord to 3-3 for the season. tion, this time a theft by Billy
Southern is one game over West on the Southern 36, to
the .500 mark with a 4-3 move into paydirt. Reese hit off
record.
his own right tackle, and before
LEAD WIPED AWAY
the tough Jaguar defense knew
Dickey fired a pair of touch- what hit them, the fleet A&I
down passes and Wayne Reese, speedster had outraced the last
a native of New Orleans, cash- defender for the flag. Meneese
in with another pair of six- added the point.
pointers to disspel any thoughts Southern struck back to tie,
the Jaguars had of pulling off it with a long kick-off runback
an upset. Actually the Tennes- to the TSU 35. An interference
seeans had to wipe out an early call on the 18 gave the Jaguars
Southern margin to tie up the a 38 yard pass completion.
game at 13 all at the end of When it appeared that the
the first half. Tennessee came Big Blues were about to throw'
back after the intermission and off the Southern advance end! DRAGONS FACE BULLquickly grabbed the 'lead on a Elmo Maples scored on a 151 DOGS—The Lane College
Dragons, consisting mostly
Southern miscue.
yard pass play. Sample's kick '
of freshmen, will meet the
TSU picked off a Joe Wil- was wide.
and
Fisk Lniversity Bulldogs
'Cats
30
the
on
pass
hams
The game stats gave a slight
in four plays, two which were
Dickey aerials, took a lead edge to TSU. TSU was ahead
A
that was never relinquished. in first downs, 11-10; net yards
The TD was a six-yard toss to rushing, 119-31; and total of-' 'A
Oddly
Ed Winfield. Roy Meneese fense. 227 yards to 163.
kicked the point to give A&I enough the Jags got 132 yards
to 108 for A&I. Dickey was
a 20-13 margin.
14-25 and Southern passers
period
final
the
in
Early
Southern drew close when Mark completed a like number in 32
Sample drilled a 33 yard field, attempts.
goal through the uprights. However, State took the ensuing
kick-off with 12:57 showing on
Th. City Federation of Colorthe scoreboard clock and conWomen's Clubs held a meeted
sumed nine minutes while drivon Tuesday, Oct. 17. in the
lng
victory
the
for
yards
ing 74
1.,elia Walker clubhouse, and
clinching touchdown.
n-.emorial service
•nelialed
A key first down near midlate Mrs. Marie
the
onoring
1
un-,
an
required
field which
Adams.
usual amount of surveying be- -The Overseas Wives club
fore the referee signaled that will meet on Thursday, Nov. 2,1 Mrs. Mary E. Murphy was
the Big Blues had picked up in the Red Cross Building at t;ie chairman of the service.
the necessary one yard, was 1400 Central for a -show and Ilesolutik,ns were read paying
the big play in the march. tell" session.
tubule to Mrs. Adams for her
Reese got the touchdown on a
Liany years of devoted service
fourth down burst through' Gifts sent by husbands sta- u the organization.
guard from the one yard line tioned abroad will be displayed.
aith less than four minutes to All women who have hus- An orginal poem by Miss
bands serving overseas in ,Freorlic M. Jones, secretary of
play.
any branch of the service are the City and State Federations.
DICKEY BOBBLE
,was read.
State drew first blood, taking invited to attend.

in a Homecoming Game on
Saturday, Nov. 2, at 2 p.m..
and should make an excellent showing, according to
the experts. Seated on front

Memorial

same order, are Felix Walton, Charles Nelson, Curtis
Sampson. James Hall. John
Jones, Wellington Jenkins,
Wallace Mobley, Judson
Pickard, Earl Redd, James
Steward and Jerry Jones.
On third row, standing from
left, are Jesse Nelson, Al.

row, from left. are Arthur
Harris. Raymond Weddle,
Larry Pugh, Bruce Pendleton, Charles Neson, Curtis
Broome, Ronald Thompson,
Douglas Spencer, Jackson
Logan, Sheridan Kuykendoll,
James Ware and Alton Burton. Kneeling on second row,

ant coach. and Gerald T.
Walker, head coach. On
back row, same order, are
James Porter, Diamond
Warren, Barry Leemore,
Alvin Clay, Godfrey Jones,
Lonell Bond, Charles .2.:
Jones, Lee Hemsings and'
Ernest Bonwell.

bert B r o urn, Raymond
Hatcher, George Williams
Robert Pendleton, Percival
Smith, Charles E. Jones,
Lesil Mims, Gary James,
George Brown, Everett Jefferson, Joe Jones, Robert
Johnson, Leon Stokes, Hilly
Walton, Lee Royster, assist-

•

Service Held

For Mrs. Adams

Overseas Wives

mEMPHIS LARGEST FOOD SlORE-..:

Club Will Meet

AT LITTLE ROCK AFB,
Ark., where he has been
assigned as a security policeman with a unit of the
Strategic Air Command is
Airman William L. Boyd,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Boyd of Route 4. Forrest
City, Ark. The 1967 graduate of Lincoln High School
recently completed his basic
training at Lackland, AFB,
Tex.

EAST 5014 POPLAR (AO Men.denn11.11,
MIDTOWN 1620 MADISON
ARMOUR'S
MORTON'S FROZEN

FRUIT PIES
PARAMOUNT

N SALE
FREECOMREEGIsTIENRTHRuEiT lu istENORV.

DIXIE LILLY

2, 1961

FOR

THIS BEAUTIFUL ELECTRIC
WE HONOR
GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

KING SIZE
,
Pt

SACRAMENTO

DRYER...

syLvANIA

COLOR SET

180 SQ. INCH PICTURE

FIVE CYCLE DRYER

SWEpoz POTAIOES15

4

4 Total.
Limit

29 Oz.
$
Hr-

ix)-1Am

;

FRED MONTESI

DOMINO OR GODCHAUX

SUGAR
348

PRICES $
START
AT

SALES & SERVICE

PRIDDY St BURGESS
APPLIANCES

1883 LAMAR

PEACHES

KNIFE & FORK

Can

AMANA REFRIGH & AIR COND.
CHRYSLER AIR-COND. & HEATING
FREDRICK AIR-COND.
GIBSON AIR-COND. & REFRIG.
KITCHEN AID DISHWASHERS
TAPPAN ELECT. 1. GAS STOVES
ROPER ELECT. & GAS STOVES
RCA TV's COLOR &
BLACK & WHITE
RCA WHIRLPOOL WASHER
&_ DRYERS
SYLVANIA TV's COLOR &
BLACK & WHITE
BUILT IN KITCHEN CABINETS

COME AND SEE—

Halves or Slices

OR JUST CALL

275 1101

WITH COUPON
1INUTE MAID

ORANGE
JUICE
Florida Frozen

120

SUGAR
Lb. Bag
With coupon and $5.00 additional purchase, •xcludina
value of coupon merchandis• (fresh milk products and n.
tobacco aloe exclud•d in c anal ionc• with stat• law).
One coupon per family. Coupon expires Wedn•sday, Noon,
Nov. 8. Anti-freex• also •xcluded in coupon redemption.

FRED

MONTESI

HEINZ

- KETCHUP

9
6
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Jaguars Overpowered
By Big Blues 27-16
By EARL S. CLANTON III started from his own 24 and
BATON ROUGE, La. — The hit Robinson and Leo Johnson
passing of Eldridge Dickey for four first downs and ran
and the running of Wayne one himself to move the ball
Reese got Tennessee State even ;down to Southern's one. Reese
with the board at 3-3 for the lunged over for the game's
season as they humbled South- final score. Meneese booted
ern University 27-16 before the extra .point running his
13,500 fans under the lights in brand new string to three.
University stadium with a big Getting a
bad snap from
second-half effort.
center, Dorsey Williams, as he
Knotted 13-all at intermis- attempted to punt, caused
sion, John Robinson, who was Mitchell Queen to bobble the
nursing an injured knee, caught snap allowing tackle Humphrey
a five-yard scoring touchdown to recover the ball on the
from Dickey capping a 30 yard Jaguar 47 setting up the games
YOUNG BOWLERS — Five
day, and merchants in the
quency.Standing on front 1 borhood aides of KAP
scoring drive initiated by Bill first score. From the 47,
block clubs are sponsoring
areas
are
paying
for
extreme left, is Mrs. ,
the
roe,
Dickey
hit
Joe
South, Inc., and Mules
Cooper
with
a
West's interception. Roy
these youngsters in bowling
bowling fees in an effort to
Dorothy Posey, and at right
Gregory, a social worker.
Meneese booted the extra point seven-yard flipper capping the
sessions every other Saturhelp stifle juvenile delinMrs. Jerry Elkins, neigh- I
with 9:55 left in the third nine play drive. Meneese missed
the
with
boot
6:39
showing
period, and the Big Blues kept
the game out of the Jaguars' on the first period clock.
James Michener, J.F. Powers,
reach for the rest of the even- Countering when James Fair
Victoria
Lincoln, Pearl S.
ing.
recovered a Dickey fumble,
Buck, Dan Wakefield, and
Martin Luther King, Jr. exSouthern
rallied
with
a the Jaguars drove 53 yards in
fourth-stanza drive but had to three plays to go ahead brefly
pound
the
second
theme,
settle for Mark Samples' 33 in the second quarter. Willie
Johnson
hit
Carmichael
Harold
1
-The
Long
March
— Where
yard field goal as State's
ant I Going?" Through the
Claude Humphrey-led defenses with a 50-yard aerial and found
bottled up the Jaguars 6-yard him again with a two-yard „The Unfinished Journey," "This confrontation between moves into the life and heart stories in this section, one
scoring pass. Samples toed the
drive on his own 15.
one-point margin with 8:17 a timely and inspiring antho-I the newly arrived and the of the country, it disturbs the begins to see that the tong'
"I thought we had given anentrenched
has status quo and is disturbed march is a life journey of manyl
logy of 20th Century litera-?confortably
left in the half.
other ball game away on misviewibecome
the
dramatic
core of
students
;
helps
which
ture
by it, yet somehow, each different Americans and that
takes and penalties during the Both teams scored in the
iAn.erican life. The immigrant
the it is the differences of
prob-i
crucial
most
first half," Coach John A. Mer- remaining minutes. Tiger West one of the
;waves
o f Scan dinavians, group holds on. "The Un- all these people that make up
ritt chided after the game, "but picked off the first of his even- lems of modern society —Germans. Jews, Italians and ifnished Journey" tells the the rich cultural heritage of
the kids were tough when they ing's interceptions on South- the need for understandinglIrish, over and over again stories of people who have America.
had to be.
ern's 36.
among
people of different; played out the drama of the;lived this uniquely American
, Prefacing the third theme,
"I thought Reese's running Two
,dispossessed in conflict with
later.
plays
Reese
Roads to Understanding — How
was especially good tonight," squirted off tackle, then danced race, religion, and nationality the possessors," writes The- experience.
Do I Get There?", the editor
Merritt offered without check- 35 yards down the sideline to has been published by M resa Oakes.
This
anthology
evolved
from
Graw-Hill. This book is the first
says, "These
stories
are
ing the statistics to confirm paydirt. Meneese kicked.
a unique short story project works of art
that transcend
that his leading ground gainer Then Southern drove 62 yards of its kind for use in high In the introduction, Miss
Oakes notes that the cutting conducted by Theresa Oakes national borders and become
had really reached a career aided by a pass interference school English classes.
edge
of today's conflict is the for the Institute of Human the heritage of all men. These
high by churning up 109 yard call that moved the ball down Edited by Theresa Oakes
and two touchdowns in 24 car- to Tennessee's 17, for their and M. Jerry Weiss, "The Negro in the cities and rural Relations of the American three stoiies — two from
the poor
Appalachia
South Africa and the Anne
ries.
score. Johnson found Elmo Unfinished Journey" conveys areas,
have
who
.•eceived the Jewish Committee, which en- Frank Diary, which came from
not
Reese capped the Big Blue's Maples from the 19 to knot through voices of the present
benefits of Ow affloent so- couraged and supported the Holland — are our roads to
longest touchdown drive of the the score with 2:36 until the and recent past, the tale of ete.y
t and the Puerto Ricans assembly
this
of
present broader understanding.
season for his second talley., intermission gun.
the long march of immigrants who
seeks a place in the full volume.
Dickey, who chalked up 108: Score by Quarters:
and other newcomers to privi- life
of New York City.
yards and two touchdown aeri- TENN.
lsge. as they move into the
6 7 7 7
The book is organized around Klondyke Civic Club
als while completing 14 of 25, SOUTHERN
mainstream of American life." As each
0 13 0 3
minority
group
three themes.
0.•

'Unfinished Journey' Views
Country's Race Problem

COOL !T....PICASSO...

w

•

The first theme, "the Search
for Identity — Who
m I,"
includes selections by Walt
Anderson, G. K. Chesterton,
Oliver La Farge, Arna Bontemps, Arthur Miller, Stephen
incent Benet, and James
Baldwin.

RUT CNICE
IN COLOR
TELEVISION
FOR OVER
ro 'MEARS

PEST

••SiS MASTERS YOKE"
CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

(ONVINIENT
°CATIONS
W.P•O OWNS Mg 5V,
4-47 eamerres AC

See These NCAA Football Games
In Exciting Color:

orRV/CI

Nev. 4 Memphis State vs.
Florida St.

Sept. 30 Maryland vs. Oklabwria
7 Ole Miss vs. Alabama
Oct. 14 Tin..,... vs.
Gisergi• TIs
Cici. 21 Arkansas vs. Tenet

11.1•v. 11 Georgia vs. Ilerida

Oct.

vs.
Michigan State

Oct. 211 Metre Dame

Nov. ii UCLA vs. Southern

Dec. ,2 Army vs. Navy

Plus

• NIL Pro fleamm
•
Pro Gomm"
• World

series

9

TERMITES -ROACHES
WATER BUGS-RATS
Licensed and Banded
CALL US BEFORE YOU AR/
EMBARRASSED

"WE KILL TO LIVE"

CALL

O.Z. EVERS

Florida vs. Miami

• LII IIowl *wool
• Golf T
moots
• 14.ror Fall TV Skova

itill111111

NO
PAYMENT
111.
February
196R

23" Early AmeriLan Color Console
• RCA Solid Integrated Circuits
• Antiqued Colonial Maple
• Serperbrite
Picture Tithe
• Tint tentrels ere (tiler keyed

56

1

GH 672
23. DIAGONAL 111111
293 $O. IN. AREA.

America's First Choke In Color TV

L. I. GATLIN

I

:+

WHITEHAVEN

3431 simmer

4255 Hwy. 31 so.

Phew* 324-4406

/hone 396-0993

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 & 170 BEAL STREET SA 64300.
LOAN OFFICE
EPSTE
IN
162.164•ISS SCALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

I FRAYSER I
sill The«.

57 N.)

non* 331-4315

LAMAR
1574 Lamer
Phone 324-6116

Hcgue & Knott
Hamburger
or Hot Dog

Phone
for
QUICK
Delivery:

Bakd ;n Memph;s by Memphians
. . . rushed daily to your big
Hogue & Knott supermarket for
freshness.
TAXiITIVII

Ntt,

40

BUNS 't4

t4
IN,

41k
•*47>

•A
4

.t.

4414

i
44/4

8 to 23C
pkg.

ACEAPPLIM.00.KINEKLE CO.
1

THAN'S
LOAN

•

WATCH NOW-PAY LATER!
NO MONEY DOWN! NO PAYMENT 'til NEXT YEAR

EAST

1104184:4 ittiiSty •0IA. hARPE1 OI8Tit.1414Ci, 1014111111.

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS
are your very best buy in Memphis!

Arkenses vs. Tex:: Tssis

Nev. 25 Washingten vs.
Wash. State.
Dist.

6 PROOF • ST8A46111: IENTYCla

Cal

Nev. 23 Oklah•ma vs. Nebraska
Nov. 25

EXTERMINATING CO:

FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PM. FA 7-6033 ,

Sept. 16 SMU vs. Texas Alibt
Sept. 23 Miami vs. Nerekwest•ra

The only Bourbon
enjoyed in
110 countries!

ora-jer

• Natural vraincet finish
• RCA Automatic C.oker Purifier "cantele
magnetises
• Simpli.fiod Color-Qvicis Timing
• Rare-oar/it Phosphor gives unsurpassed
brightness
• New 38% Beigi,ter Superbrite Tubs

•

The Klondyke Civic Club will
meet on Thursday night, Nov.
9, in the cafeteria of the
ICIondyke Elementary School,
and all members are asked
to be present.

TEETHING PAIN

With RCA Hi-Lite Picture Tube,the newest
advance in color TV! Brighter picture!

HARPER

Will Meet On Nov. 9

Jesse James is president of
the club, and Mrs. Vera Moton
Two stories deal with the reporter.
inner reality of family makeup: three probe ths connection
between
question
the
and ;
New liquid ORA-JEL safely ends teeththe'] lacpoarinnr.nJeunst!lear
outside
p r essures on
pain "flies away."
family, and they show the
by many
fast...
pediatricians,
works
influence of society on per- results guaranteed or
sonality. The last two portray
tjkj.aArl::
s
an America which is not static in ieiL
but always a nation in flux.
Selections by Harry Golden,

23" RECTANGULAR COLOR TV

•

Hogue & Knot+
Big II/24b. Sandwich Loaf

BREAD
25c
BROWN''N SERVE ROLLS

IOL
Loaf
Pogue & Knoft
12 to Package

15c
25c

HOGUE 6g. KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD
1
357
18
1 P
LAAR
AAR
3384 N. THOMAS

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

